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CONTENTS 
CLASSES 
STUDENT LIFE 
SPORTS 
OF THAT INFANT QUA<ER INSTITUTION WHICH 
WAS TO BECOME ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING 
COLLEGES ON THE WEST COAST. HUMBLE, YES, 
BUT PROUD. 
AND IT IS WITH PRIDE THAT WE, WHO ENJOY 
NOW THE RESULTS OF THAT HUMBLE BEGINNING, 
LOOK BACK ON FIFTY YEARS OF WHITTIER SERVICE. 
WE VAY SEE THE SERVICE OF THOSE WHO 
HAVE ADDED MATERIALLY TO THE COLLEGE PLANT, 
MAKING IT THE BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS WE KNOW 
TODAY. 
WE MAY NOTE THE SERVICE OF LEADERS WHO 
HAVE GUIDED ITS FORTUNES THROUGH THE YEARS, 
WHO HAVE MET THE PROBLEMS OF THE FIRST FIFTY 
YEARS OF A GROWING COLLEGE. 
WE MAY FEEL THE JOY THIS SERVICE HAS 
GIVEN TO THE THOUSANDS WHO HAVE KNOWN 
THE INTIMACY OF THE WHITTIER COLLEGE FAMILY. 
Founders Hall was the first build-
ing erected on the hill. 
Physical education held forth in this early gymnasium. 
TRANSFORMING THE TANGLED WILDERNESS 
WHICH CONFRONTED THE QUAKER FOUNDERS TO 
A MODERN COLLEGE CAMPUS CALLED FOR TOIL 
AS WELL AS DETERMINATION. BUT BUILDINGS SOON 
ROSE ON THE SWEAT-CLEARED LAND. 

WALTER F. DEXTER, 1923-1934 
CHARLES E. TEBBEITS, 1901-1907 
	
THOMAS NEWLIN, 1907-1915 
	
ABSALOM ROSENBERGER, 1915-1918 
HARRY N. WRIGHT, 1918-1923 
SEVEN MEN HAVE GUIDED 
WHITTIER'S SERVICE DURING 
THE FIFTY YEARS. THROUGH 
TWO WORLD WARS AND A 
GREAT DEPRESSION, TRUST 
HAS BEEN REPAID WITH 
LOYALTY. 
W. 0. MENDENHALL, 1934-1943 
 
WILLIAM C. JONES, 1943-1951 
TO MAKE WHITTIER ACADEMICALLY 
OUTSTANDING HAS EVER BEEN THE 
GOAL OF THOSE WHO GAVE OF THEM- 
SELVES THAT WHITTIER MIGHT BE WHAT 
IT IS. 
Recreation and good times were popular even in 1903. 
WITH THE SERVICE CAME THE FORMATION 
OF THE WHITTIER COLLEGE FAMILY. 
THE FRIENDLY ATTITUDE OF STUDENTS AND 
FACULTY BECAME ONE OF THE MOST IMPOR- 
TANT FACETS OF COLLEGE LIFE AT WHITTIER. 
The friendly spirit lives today in events like the all-school carnival. 
AND SO WHITTIER HAS GROWN IN FIFTY YEARS 
UNTIL IT HAS TAKEN ITS PLACE AMONG THE BEST 
OF LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES. 
THROUGH ITS FRIENDLY SERVICES IT HAS 
REACHED OUT HELPING HANDS WHICH HAVE 
BEEN FELT IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
THIS WE SEE AS, LOOKING BACK, 
WE REVIEW A HALF-CENTURY 	 OF 
GROWTH, OF ADVANCE, OF SERVICE. 
BUT NOW WE LOOK AHEAD, TO 
NEW FIELDS OF ACHIEVEMENT. 
AND TO THOSE WHO FOLLOW, TO 
THOSE WHO WILL SHARE IN YEARS 
TO COME THE GREAT HERITAGE OF 
WHITTIER COLLEGE, THIS BOOK IS 
DEDICATED. 
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AL VAUTRIN 
Senior Class Vice-President 
AL DURANT 
Senior Class President 
June, 1951, brings the end of collegiate careers for many of 
those who climb the hill to Harris Amphitheater, there to be 
honored. Many who have spent four years at Whittier College 
will leave Founders Hall, the Campus Inn and Mendenhall, and 
will take their knowledge to all parts of the globe. But they will 
not be forgotten, nor will they forget Whittier College. They 
will remember their professors, demanding but wise. They will 
remember the activities which made college life the pleasant 
thing it has been. They will remember their friends, their fellow 
students, their college. 
The Class of '51 has been an active one throughout its four 
year stay at Whittier. This year, under President Al Durant, they 
enjoyed a full schedule which made the one and only Senior year 
a memorable one. The Junior - Senior dinners at the Inn, the 
Senior Jubilee, the snow party, and, of course, the Junior - Senior 
Prom will always remain as pleasant memories in the hearts of 
these, who now graduate. 
SENIOR 
CLASS 
 
 
MARION TODD, Secretary, 
STAN WIKLUND, Treasurer, 
JOAN HOYLE, Social Chairman 
BILLIE BAMBER 
ROBERT BEEMAN 
MARION BARICH 
LARRY BENEDETTI 
JACK BECKER 
THOMAS BENGTSON 
VIRGINIA ALBERTHAL 
KENNETH ARMSTRONG 
DIXIE BAIRD 
ALICE ALLEN 
LLOYD ARMSTRONG 
IRENE ALVARADO 
DONALD AXELSON 
MARY ELLEN ARCHIBALD 
ARTHUR AXWORTHY 
LELAND BECKETT 
8 
HELEN BEYER 
ERIC BIRCH 
JEAN BONNET 
EDWIN BOWMAN 
GALE BRANDON 
ALBION BJERMELAND 
SHERMAN BORING 
JACK BOWNE 
Selected on the basis of all-around college life and 
service to Whittier College by vote of their fellow 
students, twelve seniors are named annually to the 
hallowed position of "Prominent Poet." For them, 
it symbolizes recognition for an outstanding career 
on the Poet campus. Their specialized fields are 
varied, but in each may be found the qualities of 
full participation which made them the leaders of 
their class and of their college. 
PROMINENT 
POETS 
DON AXELSON—the Bear ... ace linebacker 
• garnered All-Conference and Little All-Coast 
honors at center . • • football captain this year 
• . . Orthogonian . . . vice-president and treas-
urer of that society • . . one of those Alhambrans 
business ad major. 
MYRNA BROWN WILLIAM BRO 
DAVID BROWN 
DORIS BURNETT 
ARLENE BREWER 
NANCY BUCHANAN 
MARGARET BUTCHER HOWARD CAMPBELL 
ROBERT CASJENS 
EUGENE CARSON 
DONALD CAUSEY 
MARVA BRANDON 
MARY JEAN BRYAN 
RICHARD BURNETTE 
PAUL CALDWELL 
RAY CALDWELL 
ROBERT CAUSEY BARBARA CHAMBERLAIN 
N CHANDLER 
SIALD CHAPMAN 
AMES CLARK 
RAYMOND CHAPMAN 
THOMAS CLAGETT 
JAMES CLEMINSON 
BOB CASJENS—big man on last years Acropolis 
• . • leading light on Exec. . . . worked with 
A. M. S. and Rally Committee . . • assistant chair- 
man in latter . . . Lancer . 	 president of Won- 
berg Hall . . . from Bell . 	 plans include law 
or teaching. 
HERBERT CLARK 
JO COCHRAN 
RAYMOND COLE HOWARD COOK 
JOAN CORFIELD 
WILLIAM CRAVEN 
CHARMION COTTON 
JOHN CRIPPEN 
JOY CRAIG 
DEAN CRISS 
KATHERINE DEAN 
JAMES COPELAND 
ESTHER CRANDALL 
STANLEY DAVIS 
ZANE DEARAKAL 
GLORIA DEGARMO 
TOM DE HART 
MARJORIE DEWEY 
WAYNE DIAL 
JANICE DIRLAM 
WILLIAM DOLPH 
22 
EDWIN EWY DOROTHY EQUITZ WILLIAM ENCINAS 
LOIS GORDON—Whiftieri±e via Hawaii 
handy gal with the uke 	 Ionian 	 Cap and 
Gown 	 Senior Counselor L 	 Poet Theter 
hit in Homecoming Show, 	 second Ethel 
Merman 	 A Capella choir 	 sportsethusi- 
ast 	 P. E. major. 
JAMES ELLIOT 
MILDRED ELLIOTT 
ALICE DOWNER 
EVA DRAPER 
ALTON DURANT 
LOUISE EASTON 
RICHARD ELIAS 
REX ELLINGTON 
JOHN FUGITT 
PATRICIA GALLAGHER 
FRANCIS GALLUCCI 
BARBARA JONES—head gal in Associa 
Women Students . . . also president of Pain 
Society . . . Executive Committee member 
Indio originee . . . planning to teach gramn 
school upon graduation. 
JACK GARDNER 
OWEN GARRETT 
ALBERT GASPA 
JERRY GAVIN 
DOSHA GERCK 
MARY ANN GE 
RICHARD FLETCHER 
	
BETTY FORBES 
	
DIMPLE FRANKLIN 	 MARILYN FREDERIKSEN 
MARGUERITE GILLIAM 
LOIS GORDON 
BOB GREGORY 
IRMA GIRARD 
EDWIN GOTTSCHCLICH 
JOAN GREGORY 
MADELINE GRUBBS 
JACK HAGTHROP 
CONRAD HANSON CLEMIT HALE JUNE HALL 
GRACIA GIDDINGS 
ROLLIE GILES 
FRANKLIN GLOVER 
25 
PATRICIA HAYES 
NORMA JO HAYNES 
BETTY HEADLAND 
MARVLYN HARRIS 
GEORGE HARTSH( 
DONALD HATHCC 
CHARLES HAWLE'Y 
ROBERT HEADLAND 
	
JEAN HEIN 
	
FRANCIS HILL 
	
JOAN HILLYARD 
ALAN HILTSCHER 
	
BARBARA HILTSCHER 
	
MARILYN HOLMES 
	
KENNETH HOLT 
DON HUTCHISON DIANA JONES BETTYE JONES BARBARA JONES 
RUSS HOLT 
JOAN HOYLE 
DIANA JONES—Di 	 handled the socials 
for the student body 	 intends to teach kinder- 
garteners after graduation 	 Palmer president. 
• • • served on Cap and Gown • • • psych major. 
• • • Campus Inn main-stay. 
PEGGY HUDSON 
NORM HUGHES 
WILLIAM HUNT 
HENRY HUPPERT 
27 
JACK JONES STANLEY KELLER JAMES JONES 
ELOISE KENDALL 
JOHN KELLY 
DORIS KEMP 
HARRY KENNEDY 
LUELLA KEPPY 
CAROL KESLER 
ISABEL KLASEN 
GEORGE KLINELL 
JOHN KNICKERBOC 
ELIZABETH KIRKPATI 
CORLISS KRANZ 
ELLA KROEKER 
GRETA KUNZ DON KYHOS DONALD LAHR 
GWEN LE GATE 
JOHN KELLY—edited the Quaker Campus 
kept the cash in Freshman and Junior classes 
wrote copy for Acropolis 	 Lancer 	 Honor 
Roll 	 Poet Theater. 
WILLIAM LANGJAHR 
CHARLES LEVY 
ETHEL LINSDELL 
EASTON LONG 
JOYCE LONG 
LLOYD LORING 
GENE LOWERY 
29 
HEROLD McDONALD 
MARILYN McCORMICK 
ROBERT McRAE 
FREDERICK McCLUNS 
JOHN McINTYRE 
ALAN MacLEAN CHARLES MALONEY 
THEODORE MARSHBURN 
KATHRYN MARIMICK 	 TIM MARKHAM 
WILLIAM LUMAN 
HARRY McINTYRE 
LAWRENCE MACARAY 
JAMES MacLEAN 
BARBARA MAIN 
RAYMOND MATLOCK 
GEORGE MENDENHALL 
EDWIN MEYER 
ROBERT MEYER 
)SALIND MILLER 
WCE MITCHELL 
MIGUEL MORENO 
KEN MORGAN 
BETTY MORTON 
PATRICIA PAGET—editor, this years Acropolis 
spent spare time practice teaching 	 also 
Cap and Gown 	 Metaphonian 	 arrived at 
Whittier from Redondo Beach 	 plans to teach 
high school next year 	 home ec major. EVERETT MITCHELL 
AL MOORHEAD 
FRED MUCH 
BARBARA MYERS 
LEO NELSON 
JOHN NICHOLS 
FAITH MOYLE 
ROSEMARIE MULLEN 
A. V. NEELY 
PAT SMITH—second lady in Associated Women 
Students and Athenians . . . Cap and Gown . 
vice-president, social chairman of Home Ec Club 
A Capella choir . . . Poetess Prom com-
mittee . . . from Grass Valley . . . home ec 
major. 
RICHARD NICHOLS 
JEANNETTE OFSTHUN 
CRAIG OLSON 
RALPH ORAHOOD 
32 
WALTER OSENBAUGH 
HARRY PAPILLI 
ANNIE ORLOW 
JOHN PALMER 
ALICE OTTER 
ELDON PARMINTER 
BEVERLY PRIGGE 
FRANK QUINONEZ 
ERNEST RACCA 
PATRICIA PAGET 
BRUCE PATTON 
EUNICE PETERS 
KENNETH PIERCE 
KENNETH PIKE 
THEODORE RADTKE 
33 
ROBERT PONCE 
RUPERT RIDGEWAY 
JOHN ROBBINS 
JIM STECKLEIN—football and baseball star 
All-Conference and Little All-Coast halfback 
honorable mention, All-Coast 
	 Athletic repre- 
sentative on Exec 	 President of the Lancer 
Society 	 vice-president, Associated Men Stu- 
dents. 
THOMAS RILEY 
GORDON ROBERTS 
KENNETH ROBERTS 
ALFRED RATH 
MAURICE REEDER 
SUZANNE REEDY 
HOLLY REES 
JUDITH REYNC 
PEGGY RHODE 
MARGARET RE 
UISE ROBINSON 
ILYN ROBINSON 
'ERLY ROHLAND 
DOROTHY ROSE 
NANCY ROSSKOPF 
JOANNE ST. LOUIS 
ERNEST SAHAGUN 
CALVIN SAWYER 
LAWRENCE SHAFFER 
JOHN SHACKFORD 
CLARK SCOTT 
THOMAS SHARP 
AMORY SAMPSON 
RUTH SAMSON 
MATOI SATOMI 
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ROBERT SLAGHT 
ALFRED SMITH 
ELLIS SMITH 
JOAN SMITH 
LEONA SMITH 
LORRAINE SMITH 
ALLAN SHUEY 
JOYCE SINGREY 
CLIFFORD SJOSTR 
DONALD SKAGGS 
PATRICIA SMITH 
	
THOMAS SMITH 
	
VIRGIL SMITH 
	
SAMUEL SORNBORGER 
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BOB SOWELL 
JAMES STECKLEIN 
GEORGE STOLL 
DORIS STRANDBERG 
BONNIE STRANG 
AMOS STRAWHUN 
GEORGE STREMPEL 
GEORGE STUMPF 
JOY STUTE 
DORIS STRANDBERG—went from vice-president 
of A.W.S. to president of that organization . 
also veep and prexy of Athenian Society . 
songleader in Sophomore year. . . another Alham-
bran . . . elementary future . . Cap and Gown. 
TIMOTHY SPILLER 
GERALD STEPHENSON 
BARBARA STERLING 
LAURABEL TIFT 
GEORGE THATCHER 
JEAN THOMPSON 
WAYNE THOMPSON 
THORA JO THOMPSON 
MARION TODD 
38 
LOUISE SULTZER 
WILLIAM SWAIN 
LEONARD TALBERT 
GLADYS lEAGUE 
CAROLYN JOURNAl 
RICHARD TRUEBA 
PHILLIPPA TUCKER 
DONNA UNDERWOO 
LEO VALLEE 
DONA VAN NESS 
ALVIN VAUTRIN 
BEN TREGOE—The man who was meant To be 
president 	 led Student Body, Associated Men 
Students, Franklins, Frosh and Soph classes 
also led Honor Roll 	 class scholarship winner 
member of swim Team 
	 Three years on 
Exec. 
SHIRLEY WAGONE 
VIRGINIA WARREN 
JOHN WEBSTER 
WILLIAM WEIGEL 
DOROTHY WELBON 
FFORD WELLINGTON 
MARYLOU WEST 
HELEN WALTERS 
40 
WILLIAM WILLIAMS JO ANN WILSON 
JOSH WILSON 
JUDITH WISE 
MALCOLM WISE 
JAMES WHITE 
IMOGENE WICK 
STANLEY WIKLU 
JOHN WILFONC 
PAUL YODER—the voice' ... great tenor . 
A Capella choir . . . Four Steps to Discord . 
'Whittier's Bloomin' Love' . . . Lancer . . . presi-
dent of that society. 
DONALD WINN 
MADELINE WISE 
JOAN WRIGHT 
STUART WRIGHT 
HERBERT YANCY 
FRANCES WOLFF 
)ALE WONACOIT 
CAROLYN WOOD 
:LORENCE WOOD 
GLENN WOOD 
(RENCE WOODRUFF 
HARRY WOODS 
JOHN WOODWARD 
PAUL YODER 
	
HERBERT YORBA 
	
MIKE YRIANTE 
	
ELIZABETH ZILLA 
41 
JUNIOR CLASS 
Big event on the Junior class social calendar and climax of a year's 
activity was the annual Junior - Senior Prom. Held this year at the Riviera 
Country Club, the Prom bore the title "Oriental Magic." Carroll Wax 
and his orchestra were chosen by social chairman Sid Lloyd and her Prom 
committee to provide music for the evening's dancing. Also on the Junior 
social schedule was a fun night in Wardman Gym following dinner at the 
Campus Inn. This event was held especially for lunior college transfers 
with the purpose of welcoming 1-hem into the full social life of the Whittier 
campus. During the second semester the Prom-minded Juniors took time 
out to hold another fun night, this time in the Student Lounge. Jack 
Mealer led the Juniors during the first semester as president, and vice-
president Bob Hendricks stepped into the top position at mid-year 
when Mealer was elected to the student body vice-presidential spot. 
Scholastically the Juniors began working in earnest on major subjects 
with an eye to the future when they would rule the roost from the exalted 
position of the Senior. The leaders of their class would be the leaders of 
the school tomorrow and the Juniors took this into careful consideration 
as they chose leaders for the year to come. 
BETTY NEWBERRY, Secretary, BOB NEVIL, Treasurer, SID LLOYD, Social Chairman. 
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NEXT CAME 
HITTIR 
MW 
RM PWWNMY 
Fun-ni±e in Wardman Gym 
for energetic Juniors 
JACK MEALER 
President 
BOB HENDRICKS 
Vice- Presid en± 
HERB NEWSOM 
	
LYN JOHNSON 
President 
	
Vice-President 
SOPHOMORE 
Upholding the honor of the Class of '53, the Sophomores got the year off 
to a good start- as they trounced their younger brothers, the Frosh, in the 
traditional Frosh - Soph Brawl. They further heaped humiliation on inferiors 
who had not obeyed the law of the Class of '53 by causing the law-violators 
grief at the Kangaroo Court- in Harris Amphitheater. However, all was 
forgotten as The two classes united to enjoy one another's company at a 
Bury- the - Hatchet dance in Provident Hall. Later in the year the two classes 
carried on their friendly ways at a Freshman - Sophomore dinner at the 
Campus Inn and at a fun night following the feed. As a service To themselves 
as well as the entire school, the Sophs, under the direction of president Herb 
Newsom, provided an all - school get - together in Provident Hall featuring 
the Dixieland rhythms of Benny Lagasse and his combo. The doughty Sophs 
successfully, for the most part, passed the rigors of Aesthetics, Sir Esme, 
Life Science and American History and looked forward To specializing in 
their chosen field in the upper division courses. 
44 
MARILYN VOTAW, Secretary, JODY TABER, Social Chairman, MARJORIE HARRIS, Treasurer. 
%.w ~00 L ASS 
Provident hops kept Sophomores jumping. 
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Marcel the Barber i.e. Warren Winchester, was sure 
Frosh Bob Bacons hair needed the treatment—it was a 
cold day for the yearlings! 
FROS -SOP 
BRAWL 
I 
Some Frosh escaped, but others, including Gordon 
Siemans, Bob Capps and Bob Liverman, ended up in the 
chicken coop—and they said it was all in fun! 
46 
Sophs Benny Granger and 'Judge" Ken Greenbaum were merciless when 
dealing with their inferiors—so Freshman Barb Owens acquired a sudden 
liking for pie. 
The Sophomores took a lesson 
in mud-bathing from the deter-
mined pea-greeners, but the 
score was already 2-0 in favor 
of the second-yearmen. 
Sack-racers fought viciously to 
capture the prized sacks. The 
Frosh scored first, but before 
they could get another over 
the line, the Sophs had pulled 
the winning three sacks to their 
goal. 
Experience paid off in the push-ball contest as the Sophs blanked the Frosh 4-0. This proved 
to be the margin of victory and a 53 adorned the rock for the semester. 
Taking the friendly hazing of the Sophomores in stride, the 
Class of '54 went on to produce some noteworthy achieve-
ments. Their basketball team went along with their varsity 
brothers to bring a crown home to Whittier, the "Harvest 
Hoedown" offered dancing to the entire school in Provident, 
and the second annual political rally at Newlin Hall gave the 
student body candidates a chance to put their planks before 
the public. They built the queen's float for the Homecoming 
parade and were the only class to have a booth in the all - 
school carnival. 
BOB CAPPS 
First Semester President 
         
 
SECOND SEMESTER CABINET—left to right: Barbara Bullard, Beverly Kohn, Harold Conley, Bob 
Capps, Connie McLean, Jerry Hartman. 
 
Fashions for Frosh were eccei 
but becoming. 
TONY PIERNO 
Second Semester President 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Political rally at Newlin—planks 
were produced, publicized and 
palavered. 
FIRST SEMESTER CABINET—left to right: Barbara Depew, Don 
Wells, Susan Mawhinney, Tony Pierno, Connie McLean. 
DR. WILLIAM C. JONES 
Presiden±, Whittier College 
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THE PRESIDE \T 
Dr. William C. Jones, personable president of our College, ended his stay at Whittier this 
year by leading the students, faculty, and friends of the school in the celebration of 
Whittiers Fiftieth Anniversary. The services of a great man served as a fitting climax to 
fifty great years which saw the college rise from a floundering academy to one of the finest 
small colleges on the Pacific Coast. After seven years as president, Dr. Jones leaves to 
take up duties with the Congregational Church. We who have known him during our years 
at Whittier regret that the College must lose his friendliness and knowing ways, but wish 
him only the best in years to come. 
Dr. Jones stay at Whittier saw great advances in enrollment, faculty, and the college 
plant. Taking over his duties when enrollment was at a low ebb following World War II, he 
guided the reorganization period which saw the enrollment rise from a low of 300 to a peak 
of over 1300 students. To take care of this increase the faculty has been raised in number 
to over 70. The endowment fund has passed the one million dollar mark for the first time in 
the history of the school, the college plant has been added to by the construction of Lou 
Henry Hoover Hall and Wanberg Hall, and a start has been made on the construction of 
the new Memorial Stadium 
Whittier can be thankful to have had the leadership of such a man. Guiding a college 
is not an easy task. It is a responsible position which may ultimately affect the lives of 
thousands of those who come under the influence of the school. It is therefore necessary 
to say no more of Dr. William C. Jones than that he did his lob in a way which met and 
surpassed these vital requirements. 
Santa Nerhood passed the candy at Dr. and Mrs. Jones annual Yuletide party. 
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ADMII\ISTRATORS 
HAROLD F. SPENCER 
Dean of The College 
KENNETH BEYER 
Graduate Manager, Alumni Secretary 
G. DUNCAN WIMPRESS 
Director of Public Relations 
ROBERT ASHBROOK 
Business Manager 
KENNETH RICHARDSON 
Dean of Students 
BEN WHITTEN 
Librarian 
There is more than meets the eye in running a college such as Whittier. There is considerably 
more backstage work other than the teaching and learning which most people think of when 
they look at an educational institution. To handle the internal intricacies, the student - faculty 
relations, the finances, the scholastic standards, and the policies of the college itself, a competent 
administration is functioning at all times. Heading the administration is Dean Spencer, who 
capably leads the faculty in the educational program of the college. Dean of Students 
Richardson and Dean of Women Gregg oversee the social, vocational, and academic problems 
of men and women, respectively, on the Poet Campus. Finances are kept in order by the careful 
surveillance of Business Manager Robert Ashbrook and Financial Secretary Hockett. Dealing 
with the outside world and the alumni of the college are Public Relations Director Wimpress and 
Alumni Secretary Beyer, while caring for the Mendenhall library is the task assigned to Librarian 
Whitten. In all their duties, the administrative officers carry out their tasks with the traditional 
Whittier efficiency. 
MARJORIE GREGG 
Dean of Women 
HOWARD HOCKETT 
Financial Secretary 
Three meals a day for hungry on-campus resident 
kept the staff of the Campus Inn busy. Keepin 
the mass fed was a large enough task, but this wa 
multiplied by the lob of supplying a varied diet ft 
meet the wants of so many students. Success 
fully meeting this requirement was Miss Rosali 
O'Herron, who managed the Inn, and her staff o 
cooks. 
ROSALIE O'HERRON 
Campus Inn manager 
Famished Inn-eaters 
stormed the doors 
three times daily 
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INFIRMARY 
Taking over new headquarters in what was 
formerly Friends Hall, the Whittier College 
Infirmary offered medical advice and aid for 
ailing Poets. Dr. William Boyce and Nurse 
Evelyn Clark cared for multiplied cases during 
the flu epidemic in the winter, diagnosed the 
malor and minor ills of scores of Poets and 
provided comfortable quarters for those who 
were confined to their beds. By year's end 
efficiency had reached a fine point at the 
Friend's Street infirmary. A healthy future was 
in store for Whittier students. 
 
EVELYN CLARK, R. N. checks the blood pressure for Axe. 
CAMPUS INN 
DEPARTMENTS 
ART 
Two art exhibits, one in April and another 
for Mothers Day in May, highlighted the 
Art Department's year of self-expression. 
Working in all forms of painting and sculp-
turing, students learned from Instructors 
Scotten and Laughlin the intricacies of 
putting feeling into their productions. In 
their Provident studios, the art students 
were seen placing the final touches on 
paintings of campus scenes, papier-mache 
models of circus show-pieces or modern 
colored art designs. 
WILLIAM SCOTTEN, Art, gives pointers to future Rembrandt. 
 
ELNORA LAUGHLIN, Art 
LOIS JAMES 
Biology 
HAROLD SPENCER 
Biology 
B I 	 LOGY 
The birds and the bees were old stuff to members of the 
Biology Department as they investigated the inner workings of 
fauna and flora about the Whittier campus and on field trips. 
Led by Doctors Spencer, James and Rice, more than a score of 
biology-bugs traveled northward on the 'Big Sur' expedition 
during the Easter holiday. Specimen of animals and flowers in 
Southern and Central California came under the surveillance 
of the travelers during their six day jaunt. All sophomore 
students got a taste of the biological as they "enjoyed" the 
course in Sophomore Life Science. A complete outline of 
zoology and botany was presented in this class in an attempt 
to give every student a little background of the life he lives. 
56 PAUL RICE 
Biology 
JOHN HAMAKER 
Chemistry 
LAB ASSISTANTS—Seated: VIRGINIA KURTH. Standing: ALAN MacLEAN, ED MORIMOTO, 
HERB NEWSOM 
CI EMISTRY 
Long hours spent in titrating, boiling, washing and distilling 
were commonplace in the lives of the students in the Chemistry 
Department. With Professors Newsom and Hamaker supplying 
excellent advice, the scientists of tomorrow successfully com-
pleted intricate experiments in the chemical field. High point 
in the department's year was the meeting on campus of the 
American Chemical Society in April. 
ROY NEWSOM 
Chemistry 
PETER PALMER 
Economics 
History was made at the Fiftieth Anniversc 
Dinner at the Ambassador Hotel. Left to rig 
JOHN FOSTER DULLES, U.S. Ambassador-
large, SENATOR RICHARD NIXON, DR. W 
LIAM C. JONES, and the speaker, DR. PA 
 
SMITH. 
BUSI NESS AD., ECO \ 
RUDOLF NOTHMAN 
Economics 
Realizing that money is probably the necessary 
evil, the Business Administration and Economics 
Department attempt to present to their students 
the fundamentals needed for successful business 
and financial operations. Dealt with in considerable 
detail are the actual problems encountered in 
runninq a business, the legal angles with which one 
must be familiar and the various theories of 
economics. They attempt in all their teachings 
to present the practical side of the business world 
a practical aid to future efforts in the business of 
living. 
PAUL SCHROEDER 
Business Administration 
Students who spend the full four years at Whittier 
College become well integrated in the various histories. 
In their Freshman year they encounter Dr. Nerhood, who 
introduces them to the institutions which exist in our 
country. Sophomores listen to Dr. De Conde tell of William 
the Conqueror and Ethelred the Unready in the course on 
British History a la Sir Esme. During the second semester 
De Conde switches to this side of the Atlantic to teach 
U. S. History while Dr. Smith explains the technicalities of 
the Constitution. In advance work major students delve 
further into the subjects first revealed to them in these 
courses. 
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HARRY NERHOOD 
History 
HI STO RY 
PAUL SMITH 
	
ALEXANDER DECONDE 
History, Director of Summer School 
	
History 
EDUCATION 
JOHN BRIGHT 
	
HOMER HURST 
Education 
	
Education 
MABEL RICE, Education, shows stu- 
dent Bill Williams a copy of her 
textbook "English Is Our Language." 
Broadoaks School was a splendid 
training lab for prospective teachers. 
Here the children listen to VEOLA 
WRINKLE, Head Teacher. 
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LOIS BEEBE 
Education 
DELTA PHI UPSILON—Kneeling, left to right: J. Hall, B. Headland, P. Hudson. Row two, 
D. Bonser, P. Gossom, J. Spencer, G. De Garmo, R. Mullen, G. Giddings, C. Kranz, J. 
Aiquist, R. McMillan. Row three, A. Downer, D. Jones, T. Markham, J. Hoyle, M. Todd, 
P. Hayes, E. Kendall, L. Danner, D. Van Ness. 
Whittier College is famous for its Education 
Department and for the products which it sends 
into the educational field year after year. An 
example of the outstanding quality of its staff was 
given this year when the State of California picked 
Professor Mabel Rice's book, "English Is Our 
Language," as the official textbook for all seventh 
and eighth grade English classes, a choice previ-
ously made-by the State of Kansas. The large 
number of pre-teaching students at Whittier make 
up the backbone of the student body. The female 
segment of these teachers-to-be are united in Delta 
Phi Upsilon, Whittier's only nationally affiliated 
student honor organization. In it, future school 
leaders may enjoy the friendly comradeship of 
those whose goals coincide with their own. Rushing 
and pledging activities are carried on by the 
Delta Phi's in addition to holding teas for members 
of the department. 
MARY REED 
	
HERBERT FOUGNER 
Education 
	
Education 
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ALBERT UPTON 
English 
CHARLES COOPER 
Humanities 
ROBERTA FORSBERG 
English 
CLARENCE BAKER 
English 
The English, Speech and Drama Departments 
attempted to give training in that process so vital 
in our everyday life, communication. In the Basic 
Communications course for Freshmen the funda-
menfals of language and speech were explored. 
Higher courses delved into the structure of our 
language in the English Department while the Speech 
majors were studying the details involved in speaking, 
including experience in the College Speech Clinic. 
In the Poet Theater, experience in communication 
through acting was given. 
HEROLD LILLYWHITE 
Speech 
ENGLIS 
 
 
  
  
BASIC COMMUNICATIONS 
COACHES—Seated, left to right: 
M. Harrison, G. Wood, D. Parsons. 
Standing: Roberta Forsberg, J. Dart, 
B. Anderson, F. Meyers, W. Nowlin, 
E. Kirkpatrick, F. Moyle. 
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LESTER HARRIS 
Speech 
Louise Easfon reads for Corinne Pehrson, DE LISLE CRAWFORD, Drama, and Bea 
Moore 
ANTON HAGGLUND 
Speech 
IPEECH  AND DRAMA 
JOHN STUART 
	
G. DUNCAN WIMPRESS 
	
ROBERT HOUGH 
English 
	
Journalism 	 Journalism 
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I OME 
ECONOMICS 
Training for teaching or practicing the fine art of home 
making, the Home Economics Department offered a full course 
in 1-heir Redwood classrooms or in the Painter practice house. 
Members of the Home Economics Club, led by presidents 
Joyce Singrey and Helen Walters, put their training into effect 
by making baby clothes for the Red Cross, presenting a fashion 
show for High School Day and Mother's Day, and giving a 
luncheon for the Physical Education Club's play day. 
GLADYS STEVENSON 
Home Economics 
 
ELSIE BAKKEN 
Home Economics 
Mary Jane Viall receives weaving instruction 
from RUTH GATES Home Economics 
HOME ECONOMICS 
CLUB—Front, left to right: 
B. Hord, J. Singrey, M. 
Federshon M. Hughes, T. 
Payne, G. Kunz. Row two: 
C. Roe, Dr. Stevenson, Ruth 
Gates, R. Leonard, H. Fion-
della, A. Corrin, B. Emery. 
Row three: V. Wyant, J. 
Walton, S. Koffard, P. 
Myers, J. Leonard, B. Mor-
ton, V. Alberthal, H. Wal-
ters. Row four: C. Harris, 
V. Sills, C. Beck, A. Corley.  
P. Smith, M. Harris, I. Rich-
ards, W. Eckerman P. 
Paget. 
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Many studied Spanish with varied results. 
LANGUAGE 
When this "one world" becomes even smoler and international mixing becomes common, 
many will give thanks to the hours spent in the study of French, German, or Spanish. What 
sounded that first day in class like a monkey-jabber soon became a systematized language 
possessing some rhyme and reason, or so they claimed. Before long that reading knowledge 
which would aid in a malor  study was attained and it didn't seem so hard after all. That was 
the way it went when students went into the courses offered by Whittier's top-notch Modern 
Language Department. Acquisition of Spanish under Miss Anderson, German under Miss 
Andrews or French from Dr. Marshall became another step in the integration of the total 
personality. 
ALMA ANDERSON 
Spanish 
JAMES MARSHALL 
French 
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BEACH LEIGHTON 
Geology 
GEOLOGY, 
P1 YSICAL SCIENCE 
Mapping the geological topography 
of Southern California's mountains 
and valleys and determining the 
nature and origin of rocks found on 
extensive field trips occupied a 
major portion of the time of stu-
dents in the Geology Department. 
Under Professor Leighton, they also 
added a new mineralogy collection 
to the Founders classrooms. They 
served as coaches for Freshman 
Physical Science, where geology 
made up one unit of the work. 
Integration by Physical Science seemed 
to please Freshmen 
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A detailed sampling of chemistry, physics, astronomy, geology, 
and mathematics was given to all Freshmen as another step in the 
Whittier College Integration program. Collecting rocks, traveling 
after dark to the observatory on the hill back of Wanberg, and 
being introduced to the wonders of the chemical and physical 
world were all part of the Freshman experience. Professors in the 
various departments concerned each handled a portion of the 
two-semester course. 
MAIL I 
DAVID BENDER, Physics, explains some phenomena of nature 
RANDOLPH PYLE 
Mathematics 
ROBERT KRAFT 
Mathematics 
UNDATION SOCIETY—Front, left to right, A. Durant, L. Hord. Row two: J. 
rris, R. Ridgeway, F. Fritz, R. Martin, J. Lent, F. McClung 
Sines, cosines, sigma notations, parallelograms and coefficients were common-
place in the everyday language of those who worked with numbers in the 
Mathematics Department. They, along with the Physics Department, sought 
to explain that which is happening around us in terms of physical laws and to 
devise hypotheses for those things which they could not absolutely prove. 
Working with precise equipment, both material and mental, they examined 
closely, applied their laws and drew conclusions from their data. The scientific 
method was foremost in their minds as they prepared for careers in their 
chosen field. 
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RUTH HAROLDSON 
Violin and Orchestra 
Musical activity was constant on the campus and repre-
sentatives of the department spread their talents to the 
far reaches of the state as another year drew to a close. 
Particularly outstanding was the A Capella Choir, 
directed by Eugene Riddle, which traveled into Northern 
California for a I 0-day tour between semesters. Choral 
selections plus features by the ever-popular "Four Steps 
to Discord" Paul Yoder, George Thatcher, Bob Nevil 
and Dick England, made up the program. Throughout 
the year a full schedule of faculty and student recitals 
in Mendenhall Building presented the best in Whit 
College musical talent. Recital participants were 5 
dents Robert Smith, Mary Ann Getty, Belva Moo 
Frances Burnight, Marion Dougherty, and Gorc 
Weide. Faculty members were Joseph di Tullio, La 
ence McKenna, and Marqaretha Lohmann. AnoIH 
contribution of the department was made in work 
with the Drama Department to prepare "WhittiE 
Bloomin' Love." 
Director Haroldson led the Whittier College - Community Orchestra in three concerts 
Helen Beyer, Mary Ann Getty and 
George Thatcher study the mid-
semester A Capella tour of Cali-
fornia route. 
•SAN FRhNCIcCO 
LS'Am JOSE 
A CAPELLA CHOIR—Front, left to right: N. Learned, G. Gartin, N. Nordstrom, M. Getty, L. Gordon, M. Atherton, E. Draper, B. Moore, 
S. O'Connor, M. Dougherty, J. Perrin, M. Daugherty, J. St. Louis, Director Eugene Riddle. Row two: J. Murdy, M. Yeo, S. Mawhinney, 
W. MacDiarmid, L. Payne, B. Van Arsdale, B. Pfusch, N. Smith, S. Johnson, E. Kendall, J. Chavers. Row three: J. Fleming, A. Dancer, 
H. Beyer, B. Bullard, E. Impiccini, H. Huppert, J. Robinson, A. Rath, G. Klinell, B. Lawson, F. Burnight, G. Goslin, J. Hall, D. Costen. 
Back: G. Lowery, B. Nevil, B. O'Brien, D. Chorley, F. Cooper, D. England, A. Giese, E. Mitchell, S. Streeter, B. Harper, D. Jenkins, 
G. Thatcher. 
EUGENE RIDDLE, Music, puts the attentive class on key 
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB—Front, left to right: G. Thatcher, E. Ewy, G. 
Weide, M. Satomi. Row two: R. War+ield, G. Schlaqel, F. Cooper, 
D. Ferguson. Row three: J. Mealer, M. Wendell, B. Capps, A. lhnen. 
Back: D. Keulen, Director Laurence McKenna, J. Nichols, S. Richards. 
LAURENCE McKENNA 
Voice 
Two programs highlighted the second year of the Whittier concert band 
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MARGARETHA LOHMANN 
Piano and Music Theory 
WILLIAM DALE 
Music, Band 
The marching band, led by John Robbins, performed a± home games 
Instrumental music, aside from the popular individual recitals, came from the 
Whittier College Band directed by William Dale and from the Whittier College-
Community Orchestra under Ruth Haroldson. The band presented two concerts 
in this, their second year as a concert group. The orchestra made three concert 
appearances at the Whittier High School auditorium. Modern and classical 
orchestrations were featured by both the band and orchestra in their varied 
programs. 
J. HERSCHEL COFFIN 
Philosophy 
ONIAS BALDWIN 
Psychology 
PSYCI OLOGY 
Very few students get through Whittier College without 
experiencing Dr. Baldwin's "hot stove" illustration or Dr. 
Coffin's "Organismic Theory of Personality." Faced with the 
important task of determining just what makes man behave the 
way he does, the psychologists study the normal and the 
abnormal, the child and the adult, the feeble-minded and the 
intelligent, always seeking the answer to the mystery that is 
man. 
EUGENE CRAIG 
Psychology 
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With the world situation hanging on the decisions 
of political forces, the role of the Political Science 
Department takes on new importance. Students 
must be given an insight into the forces at work 
in the world today. They must understand what 
makes up both our own and other forms of political 
organization. To this end the Department, headed 
by Dr. Robinson, has attempted to broaden the 
scope of vision of its students. A series of lectures 
sponsored by the Foreign Relation Club stressed 
this international view by bringing four noted 
foreign authorities to the campus. In April, four 
Whittier students, Frank Glover, Lillian Gonshaw, 
Al Rath, and I"Aatoi Satomi attended a mock 
United Nations meeting at Stanford where they 
carried on their business in a manner duplicating 
that of the actual UN. 
   
JOSEPH W. ROBINSON 
Political Science 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
OSCAR STRADINGER 
Political Science 
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Realizing the important role which religion plays in our lives, 
especially in a Christian college like Whittier, the Religion Depart-
ment taught a practical religion to prepare students for further 
religious work or for Christian lay activity. Students who planned 
to go on with full-time Christian work joined together in the 
Theophilus Association. Led by presidents Elise Jenkins and Jim 
White, Theophilus members heard outstanding religious speakers 
at their regular meetings. Speakers at these meetings, where 
questions and discussions were encouraged, included Dr. Daniel 
Williams of the Chicago Theoloqical Seminary, Rev. Robert Moon 
from San Francisco, and Kirby Page, famed lecturer and pacifist. 
On a more or less social plane were the annual banquet at Clifton's 
in Los Angeles and the carnival booth at the all-school carnival, 
where members sold balloons, popcorn, and home-made candy. 
C. MILO CONNICK 
Religion 
RELIGION 
THEOPHILUS—Front, left to right: E. Draper, J. Thompson, L. Carlson, I. Kiasen, D. Costen, C. Tournal, G. 
Bennel-1-, E. Jenkins, T. Thompson. Row two: D. Kemp, E. Matzeki, Dr. Connick, T. Clagett, R. Dezember, R. Case, 
J. White, H. Pendleton, J. Pia 
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SOCIOLOGY 
0. ELLIS MERKLINGHAUS 
	
CHARLES SPAULDING 
Sociology 
	
Sociology 
Members of the Sociology Department not only carried on the important work 
of passing on knowledge concerning the problems of society to their students, 
but they also took an active part in outside activities. Dr. Spaulding published 
two articles in professional journals while members k'lerklinghaus, Patton and 
Gregg cooperated in a visitation program for boys at Fred C. Nelles School 
and Mr. Patton worked with a Whittier citizens committee on the "Jim Town" 
annexation question. 
GERALD PATTON 
Sociology 
_LEGE Y—Front, left to right: D. Rice, F. Cooper, N. Kessinger, G. Jimenez, 
hock. Row two: T. Clagett, G. Bennett, L. Hanson, L. Gonshaw, D. Taylor, J. 
on. Row three: V. Wyatt, A. Owens, A. Rath, J. Nichols, Dr. Hamaker. 
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LORINE PROCHASKA 
Women's Physical Education 
WOME\ I S 
PHYS. ED. 
Led by presidents Doris Burnett and Francis Gallucci, women who 
were interested in teaching physical education enjoyed an active 
year, with the Home Economics Club. Their schedule included 
professional meetings at which "competitive sports, methods of 
teaching dance, and qirls' athletic associations in high schools'' 
were among topics discussed. In the Homecoming parade the 
club presented "qym clothes through the years" and an alumni 
brunch on that day proved so successful that it is planned to 
carry it on in years to come. Seeking to study methods in other 
parts of the country, students Lois Gordon, Millie Elliot, Carol 
Smith, Barbara Boos, and Madeline Dressman and faculty 
members Prochaska, Jones and Owensby attended conventions 
in Stockton, California, and Reno, Nevada. 
WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB—Front, left to right: C. Smith, D. Burnett, L. Smith, M. Breeding, R. 
Abacherli, A. Stern. Row two: N. Fien, B. Jones, M. Dressman, C. Duclas, D. Van Ness, D. Clauson, G. Bissell, I. Girard, 
Lola Owensby. Row three: Lorine Prochaska, Lois Jones, E. Kroeker, F. Gallucci, D. West, M. Hundley, J. Banks, M. Frees, 
A. Stewart, M. Elliott, J. Finch, B. Boos, F. Wolff, D. Wolff. 
LOIS JONES 
Women's Physical Education 
Basketball in Wardman kept the girls on their toes 
LOLA OWENSBY 
Women's Physical Education 
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PAUL ROBY 
Men's Physical Education 78 
AUBREY BONHAM 
ELMER JOHNSON 
Men's Physical Education 
The quad was tops for volleyball 
M EN'S 
T YSICAL ED. P 
 
 
The Men's Physical Education Department of Whittier College has one of the 
top records with regard to number of graduates which have taken positions in 
schools about California. Scattered throughout the state are students of Chief 
Newman's "single-wing" football style or Aubrey Bonham's 'fast break' method 
of basketball play. And if records of coaches mean anything, then the highly 
successful records of these graduates reflect back upon the training they 
received at Whittier College. This year, in addition to a well-developed varsity 
sports program, intra-mural competition was popular, sometimes even intense. 
In the Fall, touchball on the upper field drew men from the societies and inde-
pendent organizations. Later they moved to the basketball floor of Wardman 
Gym to continue their rivalry. In the Sprinq, softball on Hadley Field was in the 
limelight and volleyball on the quad gave recreation to many. 
Training in the fundamentals of basketball came in Wardman Gym 
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It took brawn and brain to put things in ord 
J. Perrin, L. Hanson 
First big step in character por-
trayal was proper make-up—
H. Campbell, D. Welbon 
Lines were learned, costumes fitted to the character and readied for 
the show—B. Van Arsdale, H. Fiondella, B. Stoezel 
There were hours of work before the curtain went up—
R. Lovik, G. Curtis 
stumes had to be lust right for the first-nighters--B. Cooper, J. lhrig 
Professor DeLisle Crawford kept careful tab 
on the show's progress 
POET T - EATER 
Poet Theater and "progressive" theater have come 
to be synonymous under the direction of Professor 
De Lisle Crawford. Shows, both major productions 
and laboratory one-acters, were carefully chosen 
to not only please the critical eye of the audience 
but to train competent dramatists and to make a 
name for the Whittier College stage. The four 
major shows, "Whittier's Bloomin' Love," "The 
Good Hope," "Laburnum Grove," and "The Hasty 
Heart," presented a variety of drama types, 
ranging from the serious drama of "The Good 
Hope" to the lighter comedy of the last two. 
'Bloomin' Love, an original musical by Bea Goode 
Moore, was especially adapted for the Home-
coming festivities. Seeking to guide students in 
practical directorship, a series of student - directed 
"lab shows" was presented. A central stage and 
group discussion allowed the audience to partici-
pate in the staging of these productions. 
Efficient back-stage work insured the usual Poet Theater success—R. Lovik 
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BEA GOODE MOORE 
Writer and Director 
Yes, Long Live Doctor Bloomin' Love 
BLOOMIN I 
  
LOVE 
A delightful musical interlude into campus life at Whittier, Bea Goode Moore's original production was written 
especially for presentation as the "Homecoming Show." Not only was it enloyed  by hundreds during its four-
day run at that time, but additional thousands viewed it on television and portions of the cast visited 
neighboring schools. Paul Yoder and June Hall portrayed with excellent voice the couple united by the wiles 
of Doctor Bloomin' Love, played by Joan Corfield. Comedy numbers which brought down the house were 
"The Eyes Have It" sung by Lois Gordon and "I Wanna Man for Me" presented by Eloise Kendall. 
THE CAST 
Nosey Guys 	  Hank Huppert, 
Dick 
Don 
Jim 
John 
Bloomin' Love 
Wally 
Barb 	  
Harrieta 
Willie Whittier 
Bea Medley 
Pete 	  
Ethel 	  
Lou i e 	  
Ralph 
Herbie 
George Thatcher, Bob Nevil 
	
 Bob Townsend 
	  Walter Pierce 
	  Frank Cooper 
Gildardo Jimenez 
	  Joan Corfield 
	  Bob O'Brien 
Lorraine Smith 
	  Eloise Kendall 
	  Paul Yoder 
	  June Hall 
Byron McMillan 
Lois Gordon 
Dave Brown 
Brent Howell 
George Klinel! 
Margi Atherton 
Rusty Brach 
Jan Chavers 
Joyce Fondren 
Tom Drysdale 
Dick England 
Paul Groot 
THE CHORUS 
Leah Grady 
Shirleyan Johnson 
Shirley O'Connor 
Ann Sala 
Joanne St. Louis 
THE ORCHESTRA 
Louis Hanson 
Kenny McKinney 
Dave Phillips 
Tom Sharp 
Joy Stute 
Virginia Warren 
Mimi Yeo 
Dick Scholle 
Gordon Weide 
Malcolm Wise 
Were AM Dressed Up With No Face To Go 
Lonesome Poet . . 
Me and Music 
We have the best team, we have the best school  
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.11 E GOOD I  OPE 
Herman Heijerman's powerful and moving drama, "The Good 
Hope" portrayed the fears and catastrophies, the hopes and 
coarse humors of simple Dutch fisherfolk who daily risked their 
lives for their livelihood. The drama offered opportunity for 
excellent character portrayal by the well-chosen cast. 
THE CAST 
Clementine 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Louise Gaston 
Cobus 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Al Moorhead 
Daantje 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 David Peel 
Jeele 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Robert Smith 
Barend 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Bill Eberhart 
Kmertle 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Sally Griffith 
Jo 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Nancy Smith 
Bos 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Joe Fitts 
Geert 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Dick Shaltry 
Marietje 	 Leone Knickerbocker 
Simon - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Conrad Hanson 
Saart - 	 - 	 Corinne Pehrson 
Mees 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 David Taylor 
Coastguard 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 George Mendenhall 
Truas - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Edith Brandt 
Kaps 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 John Dart 
"Almighty God, I believe in' your love with a confident 
faith . . . I believe . . . in your eternal compassion.' 
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And who have you been 
carrying on with while I was 
away? 
dont remember 
n/hat's going on here? 
'hat are you crying about, 
rI ? 
LABURNUM GROVE 
Laburnum Grove 
	 J. B. PriesHeys three-act comedy 
concerned with red tomatoes, green currency (counter-
feit), a flighty girl, and a fortune-telling aunt offered to 
Poet Theater audiences a heart-lightening evening of fun 
and enjoyment. Bill Carden as the father with a question-
able income led the Grove cast. 
THE CAST 
Elsie Radfern - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Dorothy Lindsey 
Mrs. (Lucy) Baxley 	 - 	 - 	 Ellen Babel 
Bernard Baxley 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Howard Campbell 
George Rad+ern 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 William Carden 
Harold Russ - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Walter Pierce 
Joe He±ten - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Clayton Briggs 
Mrs. (Dorothy) Radfern - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Corinne Pehrson 
Gordon Stack 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 Daniel Keulen 
Officer Morris - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 David Peel 
This is Mr. Stock from the Secret Service. 
Oh he's come to make sure of my subscription to the Recre-
ation Club. 
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Now don't get into a panic. Take it easy but keep on 
your toes. 
Yes, a crook, a criminal. An enemy of society.''  
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TOM WOOD 
Student Body Vice President 
(Left) 
an Tregoe 
dent Body 
President 
Operating efficiently under the energetic team of Ben 
Tregoe and Tom Wood, this year's Student Exec made 
significant advances both in student and in student -
faculty y areas. Chief contribution in the former was the 
organization of a bigger and better Orientation program. 
Under Tregoe's leadership, the three - day period for 
Freshman orientation was lengthened to a full week, with 
all of those participating living on campus during that 
time. In the realm of student - faculty and student - 
administration activity, a more concrete system of 
Executive - appointed chairmen for the various drives and 
"days" on campus was instigated and student representa-
tion on the convocation committee was gained. In the 
mechanics of student government, a revised constitution 
evolved, removinq many of the ambiguities and contra-
dictions which had previously existed there. In all of their 
activities, the Exec tried to make the individual student's 
Whittier College career more sicinificant and worthwhile. 
Too much credit for these advances cannot be given 
to Tregoe and Wood. From his presidential position, 
Tregoe organized the intricacies of student government 
in a systematic way often lacking in collegiate circles. His 
belief that only by having students' voices in the planning 
of collegiate life could student satisfaction with that life 
be attained led directly to students taking over lobs which 
heretofore had been controlled solely by non-students. 
Meanwhile Wood conducted the Exec meetings in an 
orderly fashion which made the oft-times uninteresting 
business as short and to the point as possible. Much of the 
business was thoroughly gone over in outside committees, 
thereby keeping the discussion periods in the actual Exec 
meetings down to a minimum. 
STUDENT EXEC 
STUDENT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE—Seated, left to right: Diana Jones, Ken Chandler, Al Moorhead, Tom 
Wood, Bob Babcock, Barbara Jones, Pattie Paget. Standing: Al Durant, Ben Tregoe, Bob Capps, Jack Mealer, 
John Kelly, Jody Taber (representing Herb Newsom). Not shown: Jerry Culp, June Hall. 
<NIGH IS 
CAL SAWYER 
First Semester President 
Cal Sawyer and Bob O'Brien led the 
Knights, men's honorary service 
organization, as they toiled for 
Whittier College. Among the duties 
of the white-sweatered Knights were 
ushering at Poet Theater produc-
tions, taking care of the parking lot 
during football games and running 
the election booth at voting time. 
Socially they united with the SoSe-
Cos in a Spring picnic. 
BOB O'BRIEN 
Second Semester President 
The Knights handled the voting at student body elections 
KNIGHTS—Front, left to right: K. 
Pierce, C. Sawyer, R. Case, J. Culp, 
L. Hayes. Row two: C. Cooper, D. 
Stiller, J. Tucker, W. Androus, J. 
Patton, E. Summerfelt. Row three: 
D. Beaty, B. O'Brien, R. Dezember, 
B. Bonney, A. Turman, E. Morimoto. 
Joy Bemis shows the bill of fare while Peg Gossom brightens 
the life of Dr. Bright with a little refreshment. 
THE SPOT Meeting place for book - lovers and coffee - lovers alike, the Spot tended to the classroom needs in the 
bookstore division and offered refreshment at the 
ever-popular fountain. Bob Cliff, as manager, 
directed the enterprise. Located lust off - campus, the 
Spot was readily available for a between - class snack 
or as a place to chew the fat about current happen-
ings about the campus. 
 
Manager Bob Clift and Ardis Stewart tend to the needs of customers at the Bookstore. 
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AWS 
RUTHIE McMILLAN 
A. W. S. Vice-President 
A. W. S. barbecues featured food and fun for females only 
Directed in their efforts by president Barbara Jones, the Associated Women 
Students enjoyed a year full of activities. In December, Whittier women 
hosted an A. W. S. conference at which representatives from six colleges 
discussed women's roles in the various colleges. "County Fair" was the 
chosen theme of the barbecue held in the Amphitheater. They cooperated 
with the A. M. S. to present a convo in October, and also gave two of their 
own later. In the Spring things really began to roll as ''Fanfare," the annual 
Poetess Prom, was presented at the Lakewood Country Club. As a fitting 
finale to the eventful year, "Secrets of Spring," the A. W. S. dessert, was 
held at the Women's Clubhouse. At that time the annual rose-ring told of 
engagements, and Cap and Gown members, Sponsors and SoSeCos for 
next year were revealed. 
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Teas welcomed Freshmen women to Whither 
BARBARA JONES 
A. W. S. President 
JO ALQUIST, Treasurer, PHYLLIS PAIGE, Secretary 
SOSECOS 
EILEEN McLACHLAN 
Chairman 
Cookie sales in Founders supplied The funds 
Women are well organized at Whittier College, each class having its own 
particular service organization. For the Sophomores, the SoSeCos, or Sopho-
more Service Committee, provided a means whereby they could serve by 
ushering at Poet Theater productions, guiding visitors on tours of the campus, 
and sponsoring incoming frosh during Orientation week. As is the case with 
the upperclass organizations, the Junior Sponsors and the Senior Counselors, 
the SoSeCos were chosen for their scholastic achievements, their personalities 
and their leadership qualities. The chief domain for the Sponsors is the 
welcoming of junior college transfers, while the Counselors guide the Orien-
tation week activities. 
SOSECOS—Front, left to right: N. Nordstrom, B. Gard, S. Garman, C. Coughlin, D. Knowles, G. Garfin, L. Knicker-
bocker, A. Kodama. Row two: S. Elliot, M. Templeton, G. Bissell, E. Babel, M. Harris, J. Ihrig, B. Van Arsdale, M. 
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Atherton, S. O'Connor. Row three: N. McClain, M. Votaw, J. Perrin, A. Booth, A. Corley, V. Severs, J. Egeberg, J. 
Taber, J. Shanahan, E. McLachlan, V. Benson. 
SENIOR 
COUNSELORS 
DORIS STRANDBERG 
Chairman 
JUNIOR SPONSOR'S 
JUNIOR SPONSORS—Front, left to right: C. Smith, A. Hall, P. Gossom, J. Bemis, D. Bonser, J. 
Shore, M. Sprague, J. Spencer. Back: B. Newberry, C. Walker, C. Pehrson, S. Lloyd. 
SENIOR COUNSELORS—Seated, clockwise from lower left: D. Strandberg, 
C. Kranz, M. Brandon, J. Spencer. Standing: clockwise from left: P. Tucker, 
B. Morton, A. Otter, L. Gordon, J. Singrey, D. Van Ness, J. Tholl, P. Hudson, 
G. De Garmo, M. Todd, G. Giddings. 
LOIS GORDON 
PATRICIA PAGET 
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DIANA JONES 
Five Senior women were honored this year by being named to serve as 
members of the Cap and Gown. From this position they welcome new 
students during Orientation week, work on the problems which face women 
students in college, serve on the Sub - Curriculum Committee, honor the 
alumni at a Homecoming Tea, and in general prescribe the methods and 
manners of rushing and bidding for women societies. 
Organized to care for the social needs of off - campus Freshman women, 
the Green Peppers program included a wiener roast H September, a 
spaghetti feed in November and a Christmas party in December. They 
also sponsored an A. W. S. tea and an after - game dance in Provident 
Hall. 
The Lakewood Country Club provided a beautiful setting for more than 
200 couples who attended the annual Poetess Prom 'Fanfare." Frank 
Wooley and his orchestra supplied the music for this year's presentation by 
the A. W. S. committee. 
CAP AND GOWN 
DORIS STRANDBERG 
	
PATRICIA SMITH 
GREEN PEPPERS 
GREEN PEPPERS—FronT row, left to right: S. Morrow, B. Kohn, D. Noble, Bea Stickney, A. Middleton, N. West, 
B. Adams, C. Hunnicut. Row Two: S. Lyle, D. Randall, J. Martin, S. Mawhinney, B. Beane, P. Partridge, C. 
Christman, A. Rogers. Back row: C. Stouder, P. Freeman, P. Kauffman, E. Denni, P. Nielsen, J. Hearn, B. Butler, 
J. Hunt. 
POETESS PROM 
''Fanfare'' was the theme of the annual Poetess Prom held this year at the Lakewood Country Club. 
AL MOORHEAD 
President 
AMS 
The Associated Men Students, led by president Al Moor-
head tried this year to find what the men students wanted 
and then to give it to them. They started their activities 
during Orientation Week with a banquet for new and old 
students. They continued their service with the inaugu-
ration of a 'car pool" for aid in arranging transportation 
to and from school for off-campus students. The loan fund 
was modified to insure repayment and at the same time 
was made more available to men students. They worked 
with the A. W. S. in preparing Dad's Day and Mothers 
Day and in remodeling the Student Lounge. Phil Arden, 
pianist, Harry Babbitt, singer, Ken Card, banjo player, 
and Nappy Lamarr, Dixieland specialist, were some of the 
entertainers presented by the A. M. S. in their convoca-
tions. In addition, the constitution of the organization was 
modernized and streamlined for greater efficiency. 
LEN CRAVEN, Treasurer, JIM STECKLEIN, Vice-President, CHUCK COOPER, Secretary 
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Nappy Lamarr supplied 
Dixieland for convo-goers 
Phil Arden had em in stitches with his piano antics 
The men cooperated with 
the A. W. S. to give Dad 
his day 
LOIS CARLSON, 
DONNA UNDERWOOD 
Picture Scheduling 
BRUCE MITCHELL, JACK MEALER, Sport 
Portraying a years life of an active colleg 
is no mean task, as is readily affirmed b 
the hard - working staff of this year 
Acropolis. However, they have a±temp±ec 
in the limited space allowed, to give 
complete picture of that life. A pictur 
which in years to come will bring bac 
memories of a year at Whittier Colleg 
The picture is of you who ARE Whittic 
College. 
PATRICIA PAGET 
Editor 
ACROPOLIS 
HELEN WALTERS 
Managing Editor 
BETTY KNOX 
Art Editor 
 
   
JOHN KELLY 
Copy Editor 
PHILLIPA TUCKER 
Society, Women's Sports 
BEA MILLER 
Art, Layout 
BOB DEHART 
Business Manager 
DOT LINDSEY 
Picture Scheduling 
BRUCE MITCHELL sold the ads and paid the bills in his position 
as business manager. 
Putting the paper in the 
hands of the readers was 
the task assigned to the 
circulation department com-
posed of manager STAN 
DAVIS and aides DAVE 
WOODS and DICK WAL-
TERS (out delivering 
papers). 
Features and editorials were in the province of 
SHIRLEY GARMAN, feature editor. 
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Supplying the cartoons and 
artistic embellishments for 
the 9 - C was BILL BON-
NEY, staff artist. 
Surviving the initial shock of finding themselves obligated to produce some sort of 
newspaper, the staff of the Quaker Campus managed to turn out a representative 
college weekly. They accomplished things as they went along, pleasing some, riling 
some, and receiving a First Class rating from the Associated Collegiate Press for 
their efforts. Editorially a fuller coverage of the actions and decisions of the Student 
Executive Committee was sought for, a new sports critic, A. Phoot Bawlphan, was 
introduced with varied reactions, and a series was run on "What This College Needs." 
Extra efforts during the year brought forth a ten - page Home-coming edition and 
an election extra at the mid - year campaigning period. 
ttAN Hfl. 	
CAMPS" 
Q 	
MpUS 
UAKER' 
TRfGOF YELLS 
i
I A t 	 Rt 
Always surprised when the paper arrived in time for 
the Friday breakfasters was editor JOHN KELLY, 
who kept the aspirin business in the black. 
'hAflu ,ce 	 '.4y 
QUAKER 
CAMPUS 
Managing editor DEON PARSONS also handled the society page of the Q-C. 
JACK MEALER made up 
the front page and tried to 
get a little copy from the 
reporters. 
Covering the athletic life of 
the campus was GORDON 
JONES, author of Pressbox 
Parley. 
LOIS GORDON 
	
JUNE HALL 
DON AXELSON 
	
BOB CASJENS 
	
KEN CHANDLER 
	
JERRY CULP 
Seventeen Whittier College students ap-
peared on the coveted pages of WHO'S 
WHO IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES this year through their efforts 
in the scholastic, social, and athletic fields. 
Giving their time, service, and loyalty to their 
college has won for them the recognition they 
so richly deserve. 
Who's Who: DON AXELSON—captain of 
grid team . . . Orthogonian . . . vice-prexy 
of that organization . . . three year letter-
man, linebacker . . . All-Conference, Little 
All-Coast . . . BOB CASJENS—Editor of 
Acropolis, 1950 . . . Lancer . . . eye on 
legal future . . . AMS exec . . . Rally com-
mittee stalwart . . . one of those social 
science coaches . . . KEN CHANDLER—
four-yearman in football and baseball . 
All-Conference . . . Athletic Representative 
Orthogonian president . . . "Athlete 
of Year" . . . left at mid-year to serve with 
Uncle Sam . . . JERRY CULP—student 
leader in drive for new stadium . . . Rally 
Committee chairman . . . Publicity chair-
man . . . Sachsen and Knight . . . head 
man on Inter-Collegiate Council radio show. 
WHO1S WHO 
BARBARA JONES 
DIANA JONES 
CORLISS KRANZ 
PATTIE PAGET 
BOB PONCE 
PAT SMITH 
LOIS GORDON—Ionian 	 Cap and Gown 	 hails from Hawaii 	 Physical Ed 
Major 	 Senior Counsellor 	 A Capella choir 	 JUNE HALL—Athenian 
prexy 	 ASWC secretary 	 outstanding vocalist 	 Poet Theater 	 A 
Capella choir 	 BARBARA JONES—leader of Associated Women Students 
Palmer 	 president of that group 	 teaching future 	 DIANA JONES— 
socializer for Associated Students 	 president of Palmers 	 Junior class social 
chairman 	 member of Cap and Gown 	 future teacher 	 CORLISS 
KRANZ—Palmer 	 president of Delta Phi Upsilon 	 state secretary, California 
Student Teacher's Association 	 honor student 	 PATTIE PAGET—edited this 
year's Acropolis 	 high scholastic standing 	 Metaphonian 	 Cap and Gown 
• 
• • secretary of her sophomore class • • • BOB PONCE • • • kept the funds in order 
for the student body • 
	 William Penn • 	 • debater • • • leader in college speech 
clinic • • • PAT SMITH—vice-president of AWS, Athenian Society, and Home Ec 
club • 	 social chairman of AWS and Home Ec • • • Cap and Gown • 	 A Capella 
choir • • • JIM STECKLEIN—Little All-Coast halfback • 	 • honorable mention, All- 
Coast • 	 also All-Conference, of course • 	 • president, vice-president, secretary 
of Lancers • • ASWC athletic rep • DORIS STRANDBERG—Associated Women 
Students prexy • 	 • served as top woman in Athenian Society • • • songleader • 
Cap and Gown • • MARION TODD—Palmer • • Senior Counsellor • • Inter-
dorm prexy • • • vice-president, California Student Teacher's Association • 
Wardman Hall leader • • • BEN TREGOE—"Mr. President" • • led freshman and 
sophomore classes, AMS, Franklin Society, .and student body • 
	
swimmer • 
top man, scholarship-wise 	 TOM WOOD—student body "Veep" • • • Orthogonian 
• •	 president of that society • • AMS cabinet • 	 • Sophomore representative • 
strong man with the gavel as chairman of Student Exec. 
JIM STECKLEIN 
DORIS STRANDBERG 
	
MARION TODD 
	
BEN TREGOE 
	
TOM WOOD 
Sparklers and firecrackers 
livened a downtown pep 
rally 
GERRY GARTIN and SHIR-
LEY GARMAN waited for 
the big car-caravan to get 
underway 
RALLY COMMITTEE 
KEN GREENBAU 
handled a new idea 
Whittier—card stun 
DICK DOANE, CHUCK HAWLEY and JIM KEMP led the yells 
JERRY CULP 
Rally Committee Chairman 
Spirit hit a new high this year as a well - organized Rally Committee under 
Chairman Jerry Culp led the pep activities so vital to a proper collegiate life. 
Rallies with downtown parades and a bonfire in the new stadium, the pep 
band, half - times with airplanes, Indians, smoke bombs that were just a little 
too smokey, the capture of a Cal Tech uniform and the Oxy Tiger, the Home-
coming Parade, the innovation of "duster" rooter caps, the card tricks, and 
the aerial bombs after each touchdown -all went together to make up 
what we call the "Whittier Spirit." 
Song Leaders NANCY NORDSTROM, GERRY 
GARTIN, SHIRLEY GARMAN, DOROTHY 
KNOWLES, CAROL COUGHLIN, M ER I LY N 
JOHNSON 
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For the beauty prize, the Senior 
representation of an educational 
background for service. 
For the Athenians, an originality 
prize with Flashback, a camera- 
mans pictures through the years. 
For A Train Named Service a 
theme prize for the Metaphonians. 
For Victory Thru Service 	 the Lancers 
presented Founders Hall and the Victory 
Bell. 
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Presented before one of the largest gatherings 
in Homecoming history, a full day of activity, 
climaxed by a victorious encounter with the grid 
team of Occidental College, made Homecoming, 
1950, one of the greatest ever. Alumni brunches 
by the several societies in the morning got the day 
off on the right foot. In the afternoon, returnees 
enjoyed the float procession through the down-
town area and an original Homecoming show 
presented by the combined drama and music 
departments under the direction of writer Bea 
Goode Moore. An alumni dinner in Wardman Gym 
preceded the titanic between Chief Newmans 
championship - bound footballers and Occidental 
College and a victory which saw the Shoes 
remain in Whittier hands. Reigning over the full 
schedule of activities was Queen Betty Barmore, 
freshman beauty, and her court composed of 
Jackie Wadeson, Pat Goodhue, Nancy Porter, and 
Mary Hammond. 
For the Franklin Society, the highest award—the Sweepstakes—for 
Education, the Greatest Service. 
I 10MEC0M1r\G 
r a royal affair, a beauti-
queen and court. Left to 
hf: Princesses Jackie 
adeson, Pat Good hue, 
a n c y Porter, Mary 
ammond, Queen Betty 
r more. 
A 'Golden Gridiron honored the chmpionship gridders at the Hollywood-Riviera Hotel in Redondo Beach. 
Reigning over the festivities was the Football Queen and her court. Left to right: Princesses Barbara Boos and 
Marva Klein, Queen Joan Spencer, Princesses Betty Headland, Marjorie Burrell and Ruthie McMillan. 
DANCES 
The Charleston and Dixieland rang through the Women's Clubhouse as 
Firehouse Five plus Two' entertained at the 'Golden Nugget 	 where 
old West lived again, for an evening, at least. 
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Artistry in Autumn provided the atmosphere at the Monrovia Women's Club 
r the annual Inter-society formal, when the women footed the bill. 
Ardis Stewart and Bruce Patton enjoy one of the 
informal mixer-dances which highlighted the after-
game hours or nights when more formal affairs 
were not on the schedule. Provident Hall was the 
favorite locale for these informal shindigs. 
There was football spirit in the air when the Hollywood-Riviera was transformed into 
a Golden Gridiron." Dancing to the music of Vern Rowe followed the presentation 
of letters to the grid squad. 
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For the Palmers, some informal entertainment 
For the Athenians, a rushing 
business 
For the Franklins, a patio 
party 
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For the Orthogonians, a fish 
story at the brunch 
SOCIETIES 
the Mets, dancing at the Women's Cub For the Thaians, entertainment of rushees 
W. Eckerman 
G. DeGarmo 
A. Hall 
\ I 
C. Coughlin 
G. Gor+in 
B. Knox 
C. Coomer 
S. Garman 
M. Johnson 
B. Butcher 
J. Finch 
M. Hastings 
D. Bonser 
J. Egeberg 
M. Harris 
J. Lee 
M. McCormick 
E. McLachlan 
B. Miller 
B. Newberry 
N. Nordstrom 
B. Headland 
A. Otter 
B. Patton 
S. Reedy 
G. Richardson 
P. Rifler 
J. Scheel 
V. Severs 
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C. Smith 
B. Van Arsdale 
A. Slaugenwhite 
P. Tucker 
J. Spencer 	 A. Stewart 
ATI 1 	lAr\S 
DORIS STRANDBERG 
	
JUNE HALL 
First Semester President 	 Second Semester President 
A full schedule of social activities made the Athenian year under presidents Doris 
Strandberg and June Hall a highly successful one. Included in the socializing was a 
taco party at Newport Beach, a Christmas Party in Whittier and beach and mountain 
outings in the Spring. The Bel-Air and Biltmore Theater hosted the members and 
rushees at the Spring rush, while the A's turned into freaks for the annual all - school 
carnival. Homecoming day was one of the high points in the year's events, as alumni 
were treated at a brunch at Cary's and the Athenian float captured the originality 
prize in the down-town parade. 
J. Shanahan 
L. Smith 
C. Weis 
J. Singrey 
P. Smith 
J. Wilson 
'Rainbow Ball,' the Ionian Spring formal dance, 
topped a packed year of doings by the energetic 
I's. Rushing was carried on in a tropical fashion 
at the '[el Luau" held at the Mission Inn's 
Lea-Lea room. Rosiland Miller and Phyllis Paige 
supplied the society with capable leadership 
during the two terms which saw several projects 
undertaken, including the first alumni tea, build-
ing up of a fund for the purchase of crystal for 
the society, making of stuffed animals for an 
orphanage, and the formation of an Alumni 
Association. 
ROSILAND MILLER 
First Semester President 
B. Bamber 
J. Banks 
C. Beck 
G. Bissell 
B. Boos 
E. Brandt 
D. Burnett 
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R. Cress 
L. Danner 
M. DuPont 
M. Frees 
K. Marenick D. 	 Mills B. Morton F. Moyle 
J. Ofsthun C. Pehrson E. Rector B. 	 Rohiand 
B. Strang P. Van Daele C. Walker D. West 
IONIANS 
All I want is music, music . . . Lois Gor-
don on the uke. 
B. Gard 
L. Gordon 
B. Hiltscher 
M. Holmes 
J. Ihrig 
B. Kirkpatrick 
J. Lee 
 
PHYLLIS PAIGE 
Second Semester President 
21 
J. Dilbeck 
L. Leonard 
M. Elliott 
R. McMillan 
S. Fisher 
D. Knowles 
E. Giebler 
B. Myers 
METAPI 10 \ 
MARVA BRANDON 
	
PEGGY HUDSON 
First Semester President 
	
Second Semester President 
V. Benson 
	
L. Brandt 
J. Cochran 
	
C. Cotton 
I. Girard 
	
N. Leeper 
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P. Myers 
P. Rhodes 
P. Paget 
M. Smallwood 
The Theme prize in the Homecoming Parade was given to 
the Metaphonians this year as their entry, "A Train Named 
Service' copped that award. This was but a start of an 
active year under presidents Marva Klein and Peggy 
Hudson. Social events for the Mets were the 'Haystack 
Hop" at the East Whittier Women's Clubhouse, a Christ-
mas party, and two brunches, one on Homecoming Day 
and another on Mother's Day. Rushing included luncheon 
and a fashion show at the Miramar Hotel in Santa Monica. 
Useful service was accomplished in the form of an afghan 
knitted for a soldier's hospital. 
B. Prigge 
	
D. Puls 
	
A. Reese 
S. Sullivan 
	
V. Taylor 
	
D. Underwoc 
D. Van Ness 
	
H. Walters 
	
I. Wicker 
Rushing was in the vogue for the Mets 
E. Babel 
L. Carlson 
J. Bemis 
A. Corley 
	
J. Alquis± 
	
M. Atherton 
	
A. Booth 
	
M. Brown 
	
K. Dean 
	
A. Eckels 
F. Gallucci 
C. Garrett 
G. Giddings 
P. Gossom 
P. Hayes 
J. Hoyle 
N. Johnson 
B. Jones 
E. Kendall 
L. Knickerbocker 
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	 C. Kranz 
PALMERS 
JEAN THOLL 
First Semester President 
DIANA JONES 
Second Semester President 
S. Lloyd 
N. McClain 
T. Markham 
J. Musty 
S. O'Connor 
D. Parsons 
S. Pattison 
J. Perrin 
E. Peters 
M. Rosskopf 
J. Shore 
L. Smith 
J. Taber 
M. Templeton 
M. Todd 
M. Votaw 
Obtaining blood for U. S. troops in Korea was 
the outstanding contribution of the Palmer 
Society during the current year as they brought 
the American Red Cross mobile blood bank to 
the Poet Campus. Social events highlighting 
the calendar were the Mount Baldy excursion in 
December, the informal dance at the Huntington 
Hotel in the Fall, the rush party at Pierre's of 
Pasadena and the Pasadena Playhouse, and the 
spring informal at the "Drunkard" in Los 
Angeles. Members also enjoyed a mass sojourn 
to the beach during the Easter holiday. Jean 
Tholl and Diana Jones held the gavel during the 
two terms. 
H. Wittman 
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A. Gilbert 
J. Gregory 
R. Hamann 
J. Hobson 
I. Klasen 
A. Kodama 
A. Monson 
G. Nohara 
M. Phillips 
Termites and Founders Hall on the parade float, 
alumni brunch and traditional porn - poms, all 
were part of the Homecoming festivities pre-
pared by the Thalian Society as they got the 
year off to a good start with their Fall activities. 
Under presidents Thora Jo Thompson and 
Marilyn Frederiksen, the society took advantage 
of this early start to make the year a truly great 
one. First semester activities, in addition to the 
alumni - return events, saw the Thalians climbing 
to Lake Arrowhead for a mountain party and 
feasting Spanish style at a festive Christmas 
party. During the second term they benefitted 
from a cosmetic demonstration at a meeting, 
rushed prospective members at Padua Hills and 
in February sponsored an after - game dance 
centered about a patriotic theme. 
THORA JO THOMPSON 
First Semester President 
V. Alberthal 
	
F. Blankenbaker 
	
J. Bonnet 
	
M. Brown 
	
D. Boirc 
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M. Winfz 
J. Wise 
C. Wang 
R. Podmore 
K. Randall 
J. Smith 
M. Sprague 
J. Stute 
A. Thompson 
J. Thompson 
S. Wagoner 
J. Walton 
V. Warren 
Draper 
	
P. Gallager 
MARILYN FREDERIKSEN 
Second Semester President 
 
THALIANS 
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C. Jones J. Killian C. Knowl 
Homecoming was the big day for the 
Franklin Society as they celebrated a twin 
success, their float winning the Sweep-
stakes award in the Homecoming Parade 
and the Poet football team winning the 
annual tussle between Whittier and 
Occidental and thus retaining the Frank-
lin "Shoes" in the Mendenhall trophy 
case. Bob Sowell and Paul Caldwell led 
the society from the presidential position 
throughout a year which saw a full 
calendar of social events scheduled. 
Tops on this list was the formal dinner -
dance at the Azusa Angling Club. In 
addition they enjoyed an informal 
dinner - dance at the Newport Harbor 
Yacht Club, a barn dance, a canasta 
party and, of course, the annual kite 
flying contest among the pledges. The 
"Franklin Follies" copped second award 
for profits at the all - school carnival. 
BOB SOWELL 
First Semester President 
PAUL CALDWELL 
Second Semester President 
FRA \ 
	
W. Axe 
	
S. Bailey 
	
R. Caldwell 
	
L. Craven 
	
A. GJIies 
	
K. Holt 
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D. Mason 
J. Mealer 
B. Mitchell 
D. Nicolas 
R. O'Brien 
W. Osenbaugh 
T. Rasmussen 
R. Smith 
J. Streeter 
B. Tregoe 
W. Willner 
M. Wise 
H. Woods 
S. Wright 
G. Wyne 
Konzelman 
	
M. Lime 	 I. Ling 	 L. Macrorie 
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B. Babcock 
JIM STECKLEIN 
First Semester President 
W. Bonney 
E. Burchell 
R. Casjens 
D. Causey 
J. Clark 
H. Cook 
S. Davis 
Z. deArakal 
R. England 
K. Freeze 
B. Granger 
K. Greenbaum 
W. Gresch 
C. Hawley 
LANCERS 
PAUL YODER 
Second Semester President 
R. Hendricks 
R. Holt 
D. Jenkins 
J. Kelly 
J. Kemp 
J. Lawrence 
L. McClellan 
R. Nevil 
H. Newsom 
J. Nichols 
E. Rarminter 
H. Pendleton 
T. Riley 
C. Sawyer 
D. Sorsabal 
Orchids were in the vogue at 
the formal dinner-dance which 
topped the Lancers' active year. 
The "Orchid Formal" was held at 
the Santa Monica Swimming Club 
and featured the music of Bob 
Hayworth and his orchestra. 
Other events under the leader-
ship of presidents Jim Stecklein 
and Paul Yoder were the rush 
parties at Balboa and the jalopy 
races, capped, of course, by 
feeds at the York Field Club 
house. A rat - race and pin - pong 
shooting gallery were set up by 
the society at the all - school 
carnival. 
D. Stiller 
T. Thompson 
R. Tvedt 
R. Walters 
S. Wikiund 
D. Woods 
Gourmet Causey shovels the chow to famished Lancers 
ORTI 10GO  1ANS 
KEN CHANDLER 
	
DON ROTHROCK 
First Semester President 
	
Second Semester President 
Homecoming Orthogonians ran head - on with the actives in the 
annual touchball game held on the upper field as a full day of 
welcoming activities was begun. Also on the first term calendar 
under leader Ken Chandler was a snow party at Camp O'Ongo 
and the infamous informal initiation for pledges. During the second 
semester led by prexy Don Rothrock the members enloyed  the 
traditional Orthogonian Weekend at the Miramar Hotel in Santa 
Barbara in May. They also started the Orthogonian open golf 
tournament for those interested in the links pastime. Again the 
informal and formal initiations occupied a larqe part of their time 
as they welcomed twelve new members into the fold. 
G. Brand 
W. Dial 
B. Pattor 
Os returned to Hoover classrooms 
for meetings, seemed to be happy 
about the whole matter. 
W. Androus 
D. Axelson 
L. Benedetti 
R. Chapman 
C. Cole 
W. Cota 
J. Cross 
R. Dezember 
A. Gasparian 
R. Headland 
R. Matlock 
K. Miller 
R. Nichols 
P. Spivey 
G. Stoll 
C. Stone 
•D. Turner 
J. Wegner 
	
C. Wellington 
	
W. Winchester 	 E. Vanderhoven 
D. Wonacott 
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D. Beaty 
D. Bendetti 
D. Crosby 
R. Elias 
J. Beauchamp 
R. Burnette 
J. Culp 
R. Ellington 
TOM BENGTSON 
	
BILL CONAWAY 
First Semester President 
	
Second Semester President 
SACI ]SENS 
A new tradition was begun this year when the Sachsen 
Society dreamed up 'Snow Ball," a Christmas formal dance 
for the entire school. Held at the Monrovia Women's Club, 
the dance featured the sweet music of Tommy Jones and his 
orchestra. in addition the Sachsens, under their two capable 
presidents, Tom Bengtson and Bill Conaway, enjoyed a dinner 
dance at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel, rush parties at the 
Players Ring Theater in Hollywood, a snow party at Big Bear, 
and a picnic at Santa Anita Park. 
R. De Hart 
	
A. Durant 
0. Garrett 
	
J. Gavin 
J. Harris L. Hayes E. Hugh 
M. Jessup 
J. Jones 
J. Kerr 
E. Morimoto 
R. O'Connor 
K. Pierce 
K. Pike 
J. Robbins 
D. Seemann 
J. Shackford 
C. Slostrom 
A. Turman 
A. Vautrin 
S. Waitmire 
J. WiFfong 
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R. Case 
L. Carlson 
L. Hord 
C. Brown 
W. Fick 
A. Moorhead 
M. Barich 
	
C. Brooks 
L. Chorley 
	
C. Cooper 
F. McClung 
	
T. Marshburn 
S. Richards 
	
J. Tucker 
Brunch hour for William Penns and returning alumni 
BOB PONCE 
First Semester President 
Penns Cooper, Carlson, and Tucker get their 
directions from the Penn Directory. 
WILLIAM PEI\ \S 
God - send for lonesome males was the Penns' gift 
to Whittier College—the College Directory. Con-
taining the usual list of names and addresses, phone 
numbers and classes of students and faculty, the 
directory took shape under the editorship of 
Charlie Cooper, Jr. Led in their activities by presi-
dents Bob Ponce and Frank Quinonez, the Penns 
initiated their pledges at Laguna Beach, elected 
Al Rath, Austrian student, to an honorary member-
ship, went skating at the Polar Palace in Pasadena 
and took in a formal dinner - dance at Vivian 
Lairds in Long Beach. 
FRANK QUINONEZ 
Second Semester President 
37 
SOCIETY 
PALMERS—Seated, left to right: A. Rogers, H. 
Bell, L. Arnold, M. Crouch, J. Weinert, J. Murdy, 
T. Payne, N. Learned. Standing: C. Christman, N. 
Nobile, Z. Honn, S. Harrison, J. Hearn, K. Kruse, 
J. Dreyer, C. Hunnicut. 
ATHENIANS—Front, left to 
right: J. Wadeson, J. Elliott, 
M. Burrell, F. Buckridge, B. 
Beane. Back: J. Haschke, M. 
Yeo, M. Stanley, S. Mawhin-
ney, B. Bullard, B. Stickney. 
Lower right 
IONIANS- 
 Front, left to right: E. Croad, B. 
Schaefer, S. Floyd, N. Scott. Back row: M. Viall, 
B. Adams, N. West, V. Sills, J. Smith. 
METAPHONIANS—Front, left to right: L. Cooper, C. McClung, J. 
Fisher, B. Butler, M. Kaiser, S. Scott. Row two: S. Stark, A. Gray, P. 
Nielsen, M. Gabrielson, R. Leonard, J. Hunt, D. Holcomb. Back row: 
M. Delkin, B. Kohn, H. Clepper, B. Taylor, V. Wheeler, J. Reese, J. 
Edmondson, B. Depew, B. Owens, B. Tester, N. Hollingsworth. 
THALIANS—Front, left to right: M. Greer, L. Grady, M. Hughe: 
Row two: S. Young, M. McMahan, P. Ho. Back row: J. Walker, C 
Wolff, C. Roe. 
PLEDGES 
WILLIAM PENNS—Front, left to right: A. Alacche, E. Carter, B. 
Owens. Row two: W. Hackett, S. Smith, J. Gattis. Row three: A. Gobar, 
L. Hanson, B. Brown, W. Pierce. 
ORTHOGONIANS—Sea±ed, left to right: R. McMullen, S. Hubert, 
D. Hogue, C. Barker, R. Sidebottom. Standing: B. Eck, W. Chambers, 
D. Norcross, H. Conley, R. Miller, B. Dunham, J. Pickering. 
LANCERS—Front, left to right: M. Johnson, B. 
Lawson, D. Hammond. Row two: D. Ferguson, B. 
Liverman, T. Pierno. Row three: R. Johnson, D. 
Wells. Back row: D. Phillips, D. Barton, M. Winkler, 
B. Bacon. 
FRANKLINS—Fron+, left to right: R. Bonham, C. 
Faught, J. Porter. Back row: B. Keck, J. Springer, 
B. Storey. 
SACHSENS—Front, left to right: G. Curtis, G. 
Hughes, G. Paulson. Back row: T. Drysdale, D. 
Bellis, H. Huppert, L. Pontrelli. 
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IRMA GIRARD, MRS. GRACE LATIMER, HELEN WALTERS 
Plainer Hall 
MRS. MABEL WATSON, DOROTHY WELBON 
Bolfe Hell 
DORM 
LEADERS 
MARILYN FREDERIKSEN, MRS. TRULA MEYERS 
Way Hall 
40 
ALICE KODAMA, MRS. ETHEL BLACK 
Newlin Hall 
MRS. ETHEL WILLIAMS, MARION TODD 
Wardman Hall 
MRS. IDA DILLE, DORIS BURNETT 
	
MRS. MARIAN POST, BOB CASJENS 	 MRS. HELEN BUMSTEAD, JOAN MILLER 
Earlham Hall 
	
Wanberg Hall 
	
Friends Hall 
There were things besides study at Wanberg 
DORN 
Its sack time at Newlin Hall 
There was close harmony in life at Bolte 
Spring cleaning at Platner 
They studied at Way - sometimes 
J FE 
Wardman welcomed the Fresh-men in September 
A birthday party in Earlham 
I  1• 1lIFI) 


WALLACE CHIEF NEWAAN 
Poet pigskinners pay homage to their Alma Mater 
FOOTBALL 
Coach Wallace 'Chief" Newman, who has been at the 
helm of Whittier's football teams for the last twenty - two 
years, plotted a course that led his boys to the SCIAC 
championship for the second year in a row. Chief, along 
with assistants Dan Tebbs and Bill Soeberg, could be seen 
any Saturday night pacing up and down the sidelines, 
watching his team march on to victory. Winning their 
opener with the Navy by 20 - 6, the potent Poets passed 
over Cal Tech, San Francisco, Cal Aggies, Occidental, and 
Arizona only to lose to Pomona 13- 10. But the Quaker 
team regained its strength to beat Santa Barbara and Red-
lands and retain the championship for 1950. Whittier's big 
thrill of the pigskin parade came when Mexico City asked 
the Poets to play in the Aztec Bowl on December 23. The 
bid was accepted and the traveling Quakers triumphed 
over a Mexican All - Star team to the tune of 27 - 14. But 
irrespective of their wins, losses, championship, or bowl 
bid, Chief's 1950 squad retained the character that is so 
outstandinq in his teams, well - drilled fundamentals and 
sportsmanship. For these are the qualities, not winning 
games, that make a championship team. 
47 
CAL TEC 
Tony Gatso" Siciliano and Jim Stecklein teamed up to 
account for 230 yards gained over the Hadley Field terra 
firma as the Poet Pigskinners captured their opening con-
ference game against the Cal Tech Beavers, perennial 
SCIAC doormats. Siciliano scored nine plays after the 
Beavers kicked off, being sprung by Guard Bill Cravens 
bone crushing block. Tony was to score again over 
tackle for the second tally, Dezembers pass to Wegner 
accounted for the next score, Reed scored the next one 
with a line plunge, and it was Siciliano's pass to Jim 
Stecklein that halted the scoring for the evening. Al 
Gasparian thrilled the crowd as he parted the uprights 
for five conversions in as many attempts. The game ended 
35 - 7. 
Pickering picks one out of the air. 
 
It's Karasawa around end as Vanderhoven and Lima head him off. 
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Fred Much, Guard, All-Conference 
Honorable mention Little All-Coasi 
;tecklein, Halfback, Little All-Coast, Herman Reed, Fullback, All-Conference, 
All-Conference 	 Most Valuable Player of the Year 
Don Axclson, Center, Captain, Little 
All-Coast, All-Confcrence, Quaker 
Campus Lineman of the Year 
Stoll and Pickering would like to help Stecklein as he is tackled. 
Belting the Occidental Tigers I 5 - 0, the Poets bounded 
into the front of the SCIAC race for the championship. 
The first two quarters saw a tight defensive battle, with 
the half ending in a scoreless tie. Captain Don Axelson, 
Herman Reed and Al Gasparian had a lot to do with the 
Quakers' second consecutive victory over their arch - 
rivals. Axelson and Reed were in on three-fourths of the 
defensive tackles and Gasparian broke the scoring ice by 
returning one of Fran Katchaturian's punts 46 yards to 
paydirt. He also booted a 20 yard field goal to sew up the 
contest. One golden Tiger scoring opportunity was 
squelched when the stubborn Poet defense refused to 
budge on its 12 yard line, where the Bengals' Jack 
Bobinette brought the ball on a 56 yard sprint. Whittiers 
final touchdown came on a pass from Ray Dezember to 
Ken Chandler, who made a very nice catch. The Poets 
won the game and the right to retain the Franklin Shoes 
for another year. 
Bill Cota, Center 
OCCIDE \ 
There goes Gaspah" for a Poet tally. 
  
Jerry Wegner, End 
50 
 
Kenny gathers one in for a 
touchdown. 
Captain Don Axelson calls the flip for the kick-off. 
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Ray Dezember, Halfback, Honorable 
mention Little All-Coasi- 
Tony Siciltano, Halfback, Honorable 
mention Little All-Coast 
POMONA 
Walt Gschwind, a furious running Pomona fullback, prac-
tically ended Whittier's victory string all by himself, as 
Coach Fuzz Merrits Pomona Sagehens, fired up like a 
diesel steam engine, mauled the Whittier Poets in a heart-
breaking 13 - 0 upset. Contrary to the pre-game dope-
sters, it was an unheralded running game which beat the 
Poets. The Pomona attack was spearheaded by piledriving 
Gschwind. Whittier scored first on Tony Siciliano's I I 
yard sprint. Just before the end of the half, Al Gasparian 
booted a 17 yard field goal to give the Quakers a 10 - 0 
halftime lead. Jack Pickering highlighted the second half 
for the Poets by booting a 67 yard punt. 
Chandler tucks it away and tries to outrun Pomona. 
There goes Gaspahs two-pointer ±hat gave Whi±±ier a 10-0 lead. 
Tony is helped by Blocky's body english. 
Gale Brandon, Guard, 
Second string Little 
All-Coast, All-Conference 
George Corey, End, 
Honorable mention Little 
All-Coast, All-Conference 
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Jerry Porter catches it the hard way. 
Redlands' mystical Bulldogs went into their final 
game with dreams of a conference champion-
ship, but, however, the fired - up Bulldogs were 
little match for Whittier's powerful Quakers, 
who built up a three touchdown lead, and then 
sent in the tail end of their bench, against which 
Coach Cecil Cushman's Bulldogs managed to 
score twice towards the end of the game. Jim 
Stecklein scored first for the Poets on a toss by 
Ray Dezember. Tony Siciliano tossed another 
TeeDee aerial to Ronnie Miler, who made a 
brilliant catch in the Redlands end zone. The 
game was a tale of too much air and ground 
power for the Quakers and too little experience 
for the outclassed Redlanders, who managed to 
gaina piece of the crown shared by Whittier 
and Pomona. 
REDLA \DS 
Redlands thought it was a truck coming through 
There goes Ray for pay dirt. 
Ken Chandler, End 
	 Chuck Stone, Tackle 
Open your eyes, Ron, you caught it! 
Bruce Patton, End 
Jerry Porter, End 
Ray goes around end for a TeeDee 
Corey wank him to stop for a chat 
AIR PAC 
Jim Stecklein, the blond bomber, 
scored the first touchdown of the 
season for Whittier against the 
Pacific Fleet AirPackers and 
team-mates Ray Dezember and 
Herman Reed each added an-
other in the first half to pave the 
way for a 20 - 6 victory. In the 
beginning of the second quarter, 
Jack Pickering's kick sailed out of 
bounds on the Navy one foot line 
forcing the Packers to kick out 
of the hole and from there 
Gasparian brought the ball back 
to the Navy 40. In this first game 
Chief's warriors looked ragged 
but showed promise of becoming 
the champs for another year. 
Bruce Smith, Guard 
	
Glenn Hostetler, Tackle 
Bill Craven, Guard, All-Conference 
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Jim Stecklein again stole the show as the All-Coast 
halfback scored three times to lead the Quakers to a 
41-20 win over the San Francisco State Gaters at the 
Nob Hill City. Ray Dezember, the pint sized hurler 
from Arizona, unleashed his trusty right throwing arm 
to complete 10 out of 19 tosses, good for 129 yards 
and three touchdowns. 
Steck dances through the defense 
There goes automatic Gasparian again 
Dick Nichols, Guard 
	
George Stoll, Tackle 
	
Vic Cantelmo, Tackle 
SAN FRANCISCO 
A blond streak of light in the form of Jim 
Stecklein exploded like an atomic blast against 
the California Aggies to give the Poets their 
fourth straight win of the season, and Stecks 
ninth touchdown of the 1950 pigskin campaign. 
He scored on runs of 12, 3, 33 and 2 yards. The 
Aggies led at the end of the first half 7 - 0, but 
the Poets came roaring back with four second 
half touchdowns to smash the northerners, 27 - 7. 
Gaspo takes him to the mat with a leg hold. 
CAL AGGIES 
There goes Steck on one of his many. 
Hey fellas, come see what I got. 
Against the Arizona State Lumberlacks the 
Quaker defensive platoons put on a spotless 
performance, holding the Jacks to 47 yards 
gained on the ground. Bob Pavlich put on a 
fine quarterbacking show for the desert 
landers, but the Poet reserve power finally 
wore them out. Ken Chandler's circus catch 
of Tony Sicilia no's fourth down 18 yard pay 
dirt toss capped the Whittier touchdown 
parade of 28 - 7. 
It looks like a good start, but he Tell. 
Howard Cook, Guard 
	
Ed Vanderhoven, End 
	
Phil Spivey, Tackle 
ARIZONA 	 Cap gets beaten to the ball. 
Herm moves in for the kill 
SANTA 
BARBARA 
After The Pomona upset, The railbirds nearly To a man 
picked The power laden Gauchos To rub The Poets' noses 
in The muddy Hadley Field Turf. However, Coach Chief 
Newman's charges had other plans and rebounded from 
Their Pomona upset to pummel SanTa Barbara, 19 - 6 in a 
soggy, slimy, Hadley field quagmire. The Gauchos made 
Poet life miserable for a Time, but Ray Dezember's 74 
yard Touchdown jaunT, Jerry Porter's spectacular Touch-
down catch and Herm's paydirt smash, spelled victory for 
The Quakers. Al Gasparian lent a helping hand defensively 
by naili-ng Gorrie from behind, after The fleeTfooTed 
Gaucho seemed destined for The promised land. 
Al Gasparian, Back 	 Don Rothrock, Tackle 
Pick heads for pay-dirt 
Jack Pickering, Back 
Everett Mitchell, Tackle 
Clair wants to pack him in his bag. 
SILVER 
BOWL 
Over 45,000 fans watched the Poets in action. 
Ending a brilliant season and an even better tour of Mexico City, 
Coach Chief Newman's footballers, led by Jim Stecklein, routed 
the Mexican All - Stars 27- 14 in the first annual Silver Bowl. Steck 
scored three touchdowns and averaged 6.2 yards per carry 
against the scrappy Mexicans. Tony Siciliano averaged 6.5 yards 
per carry for his efforts. The Poets flew to the Mexican capital 
and enjoyed a luxurious vacation on the first bowl trip for Whittier. 
Floating down the Rio. 
The song leaders lead. 
Come on, stand up and cheer! 
Clair Yauchzee, Back 
Dale Wonnacuft, Back 
Mickey Lima, Back 
It was a muddy night against Santa Barbara 
se ever present managers, Bob DeHart, Senior 
anager Dick Morgan, and Bod Chaney. 
1- row—Bruce Patton Don Axelson, Cliff Wellington Dale Wonacol-±, Dick Nichols, Gale Brandon, Herman Reed, Jim 
cklein, Howard Cook, Charles Stone. Second row—George Stoll, Don Rofhrock, Ken Chandler, Al Gasparian, Wayne Dial, 
nn Hostetler, Ted Rasmussen, Ed Vanderhoven, Bill Cota, Vic Cantelmo, Mickey Lima. Third row—Zane de Arakal, Ron Miller, 
ry Black, Emery Davis, Jack Mealer, Frank Quinonez, Ken Freese, Tom Smith, Mike Meyers, Larry Macrorie, Dale Hogue. 
rrth row—Bill Hackett, Bob Headland, Jerry Wegner, Jack Pickering, Gale Reid, Jack Woddard, Bob Jones, Clair Yauchzee, 
in Cummings, Warren Wiliner, Bob Roush. Fifth row—Tony Siciliano Bruce Smith, Bill Craven, Fred Much, David Jones, 
mer Knowles, Jack Killian, Phil Spivey, Ray Dezember, Everett Mitchell. Sixth row—Jerry Porter, Coach Wallace Newman Bob 
ney, Bob DeHart, Dick Morgan, Dan Tebbs, George Corey, Ray Matlock. 
BASKETBALL 
The last minute huddle 
Under the able hand of Coach Aubrey Bonham, 
this years basketball squad proved to be one of 
the most outstanding in the past few years, winning 
every Conference game with the exception of a 
loss to Occidental when nearly every player was 
weakened by the flu - bug. The record of nine wins 
to one loss was unequaled in the SCIAC play, not 
to mention placing three members of the Quaker 
squad on the All-Conference team. But the fact 
that made this team so outstanding was that there 
were only two returning lettermen. This champion-
ship ten was fashioned from the two lettermen, 
JayCee transfers, last year's varsity players and 
sophomores. This fact testifies to Aubrey Bonham's 
well known coaching ability. 
Charles Faught, Arch Haskins, Bob Eck, Bill Konzelman, Captain Len Craven, Coach Aubrey Bonham, Dave 
Mason, Warren Winchester, Don Turner, Warren Androus, Norm Hughes. 
Bob Eck goes high for a Hp 
All-Conference Bill Konzelrnan lays one in 
 
Capiain Len Craven ge±s off his iump-shot 
Leading the championship team was Captain 
Len Craven. This 6' 2" Junior became one of the 
finest defensive forwards in the conference as 
well as on the Poet team. Lens slow start caused 
some worry to coach and teammates, but in 
mid-season and in later games he found his eye 
and was high point man in the last few games. 
Bob Eck, towering Quaker center, was one of the 
three that placed on the All-Conference team. 
Bob was sixth in conference scoring, completing 
the season with 137 points to his credit. Ecks 
amazing hook, with either hand, surprised and 
stopped many of the centers that he met. Bill 
Konzelman was another of the Poets to place on 
the mythical All-Conference team. Bill's wonder-
ful play at guard and flashy drives for the bucket 
won him the admiration of teammates and 
opponents alike. Ending the season with 125 
points to place seventh in scoring was one of the 
many accomplishments of the stellar guard. 
Konzelman takes a spill against the wall at Oxy 
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Startling, flashy, marvelous, the best forward we've seen 
in years are lust a few of the adlectives that were used 
this past season to describe Charles Faught. Chuck trans-
ferred from Compton this past year, and alternated 
between first and second string until he mastered Bonham's 
play, then he was the indispensable man. Chuck was high - 
point man for over half of the games, and was leading 
scorer in conference play only to pass - off and set - up in 
the last two games, scoring less than six points to be 
relegated to second place. But his 164 points and amazing 
play were enough to merit All - Conference for Chuck 
Faught. The remaining position on the starting five alter-
nated between Arch Haskins and Warren Winchester. 
Archy was noted for his fine ball handling and play making, 
not to mention his deadly set shots. While Warren could 
always be depended upon to "clean the boards," Warren's 
board - play and aggressive defensive playing promise to 
win him undisputed first - string next year. 
Warren gives it that behind The back shot 
 
Turner goes high for a jump-shot 
All-Conference Charles Faught gives one of his lay-ins 
Its a steal says Warren 
 
All-Conference Bob Eck stretches for two 
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Len goes on the boards against Butler 
Arch jumps high for the ball 
Dave Mason sinks one on a lay-in 
The more outstanding games with 
Whittier scored first. 
Redlands 51 	 - 46 
San Diego 43 - 59 
Arizona 	 - 	 - - 	 59 - 75 
Cal Aggies 	 - - 	 69 - 59 
Occidental 	 - - 	 69 - 43 
Chapman 	 - 	 - - 	 52 - 49 
Pomona 	 - 	 - 	 - - 	 51-49 
Cal Tech 	 - 	 - - 	 63 	 -40 
Loyola 	 - - 	 54 - 67 
La Verne 	 - - 	 70-55 
Chapman 	 - - 	 90 - 60 
Pomona 	 - 	 - - 	 77-40 
Occidental 	 - 	 - - 	 60 - 62 
Cal Tech 	 - 	 - - 	 71 	 -52 
Redlands 	 - 	 - - 	 61 	 - 	 54 
Pat Myers and Nancy Hollingsworth find the 
cosmetics they want at the V&M DRUG COMPANY 
136 N. Greenleaf . . . Prescriptions filled . 
Pictures developed. 
The shiny crystal - clear glassware at the GRAY GIFT 
SHOP, 128 E. Philadelphia, catches the eye of 
Corinne Weis, Jody Scheel, and Alice Eckles . 
Gifts and cards for every occasion . . . Invitations 
Gift wrappings. 
For clothes that please, Jo Shanahan and 
Lois Carlson always go to MYERS 
DEPARTMENT STORE . . . Whittiers 
finest . . . Jewelry, luggage, yardage, 
sportswear . . . A reliable assortment 
of superior merchandise . . . 141 N. 
Greenleaf. 
Nha± an organization does for i±self is soon forgotten . . . what it does for the 
community lives forever . . . The WHITTIER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE is created to 
serve you, the residents of Whittier . . . Make use of its facilities . . . Phone 426-67 I. 
ROBBINS prescriptions . . . One of Whittier's oldest and most reliable business establish-
ments, has expanded . . . exclusive pharmacy at 135 N. Greenleaf . . . medical supplies 
at 249 N. Bright. 
Small gifts, paintings, china, figurines at the CALVIN ART SHOP . . . 26 N. Comstock 
Pictures framed To your satisfaction . . . Greeting cards . . . The finest in art 
displays. 
Everything for everybody at F. W. WOOLWORTH'S . . . 147 N. Greenleaf . . 
Unlimited departments . . . An ocean of notions . . . Fine fountain service at the lunch 
counter . . . Yarn for handknits. 
For better budget values, students shop at PENNEY'S . . . Durable, pleasing ready-to-
wear . . . 142 N. Greenleaf . . . Famous for cash and carry values . . . Linen and towels 
for your dorm room. 
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The WHITTIER BOOK STORE'S new front 
and interior redecoration is in keeping with 
its stock . . . The latest in books, station-
ery, and small gifts . . . Printing done 
reasonably . . . 125 N. Greenleaf. 
Bev Kohn makes a mental note of the wide listings of 
city and country property values at DAN E. STRUB'S 
28 years as a Whittier realtor . . . Complete 
line of insurance and property buys . . . 208 E. 
Philadelphia. 
Mary Crouch and Zoe Anne Honn marvel at the wide line of excellent footwear 
and bags at EARL DOUGLAS' . . . I 16 E. Philadelphia . . . The finest quality 
hose . . . Casual campus clogs . . . They fit to perfection. 
92 
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It's BUTCHERS for better office supplies, say Helen Bell and 
Audrey Rogers as they do a little across-the-counter talking 
Fine stationery . . . Everything for the desk . . . 127 E. Phila-
delphia. 
Claire Christman and Lora Arnold admire the nev 
MALIN'S Florist Shop at 138 E. Philadelphia . 
Flowers for all occasions . . . Original designs . 
Outstanding displays and floral pieces . . . You 
flower phone 4-3 150. 
Exclusive cosmetics to meet the need of every college 
girl at HILL'S PHARMACY, Greenleaf at Bailey . 
Dorothy Gray, Elizabeth Arden, Milkmaid, and 
Faberge . . . Accurate prescription service by 
Stanley R. Hill, PhC. 
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"Smiley" Bruce Patton and Ed Vanderhoven 
find their own paradise in the complete 
store-full of athletic equipment at the 
SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE, 227 W. Phila-
delphia. 
 Jody lhrig and Gale Reed are in line for a 
guaranteed high interest, safe saving at the 
QUAKER CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS AND 
LOAN ASSOCIATION, 135 S. Greenleaf. 
Tuning in on TV and a good buy is 
Al Gillies, who finds service at the 
FARMERS HARDWARE quick, efficient 
and dependable . . . Athletic appa-
ratus, tools, and equipment for the 
modern home can all be found at 180 N. 
Greenleaf. 
With Kuppenheimer Clothes from 
HILL'S CLOTHIERS you'll mirror good 
taste and good grooming, says College 
representative Bob Nevil to Stan Wik-
lund . . . Up-to-date styles for up-to-
date living . . . Comfort and economy 
rolled into one at 127 E. Philadelphia. 
While Lois Danner is having a "perfect fit'' over 
a smart pair of shoes at GREENWOOD'S, Frances 
Blankenbaker watches and admires the variety of 
footwear featured . . . 161 E. Philadelphia . 
Shoes for men, women and children. 
Tony Piorno feels that the WHITTIER 
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
saving plan is a sure way to ensure and 
secure a happy future . . . For financial 
advice, home loans, and service from 
personnel interested in YOU, call 426-41 
210 E. Philadelphia. 
Pinky Sidebottom and Warren Winchester agree with Don 
Turner that this place is really on the ball when it comes 
to anything in sports. . . WHITTIER SPORTING GOODS 
Specialists in athletic and sports equipment . . 
157 S. Greenleaf. 
189 
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ADS 
WELCHES has come to Whittier bringing from the North 
Long Beach locale the same ultramodern, restful atmosphere, 
the same efficient service, and the equally excellent style of 
cookery . . . Equipped with the finest of facilities, the 
charming restaurant includes a coffee shop and two dining 
rooms. Over the counter (above) comes continuous service 
the back dining room (below) is available for private 
parties and banquets . . . 309 E. Philadelphia. 
'This is easier with two people 
One, two, three, swing. 
The number of women physical edu-
cation majors grows every year, 
which implies the growing strength 
of this department. Enthusiasm and 
interest has greatly increased, espe-
cially in bowling, swimming, and 
co-ed folk dancing. This year several 
girls were honored in the Women's 
Intercollegiate Telegraphic Archery 
Tournament. 
Anxious to get in the water? 
All set to raise the score. 
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WOMEN'S 
SPORTS 
The aim of an expert 
Excitement goes up while ball comes down 
Oh, oh! Keep your eye on the ball. 
Swing your partner, round and round 
Coach Elmer Johnson, Dave Taylor, Dave Brown, Chuck 
Hawley, Paul Groot, Al Gillies, Eldon Hughes. 
Captain Al GiHies 
Back row—Bob Bacon, Bob Hart-man, George 
Schlegal, Jerry Hartman, Freshmen. Front row—
Stan Davis, Gene Wyne, Dave Deshler, Chuck 
Phillips, Varsity. 
SWIMMING 
WRESTLING 
Captain Ray Caldwell 
Front row—Paul Rosales, Gene Summerfel±, Don Morales, Ed Carter, Kenny Kim, 
Fred Lesch. Back row—Hank Baron, Allen McLane, Morris Besley, Bob Babcock. 
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GOLF 
Captain Bob DeHart, Bob Eck, Bruce Smith, 
Jake Robertson, Don Turner, Norm Hughes 
and Coach Wally Gresch (kneeling). 
Russ breaks the tape again. 
 
Whither's frosh horsehiders proved to be one of the most 
outstanding teams that the Quaker school has seen in 
many years, fielding a tight defensive team and a loose 
hitting team. Two regular pitchers in Dick Ferguson and 
Bob Capps aided the freshmen a great deal. Dick turned 
in steady performances of two to four hits yielded, while 
Capps went the distance more than once. The line - up 
was Hubert - 2B, Zabel - SS, Chambers - C, Dunham - Cr, 
Bacon - 313, Capps - RF, Wells - I B, Siemans - LF, and 
Ferguson - P. In mid - season Hubert was hitting .520 and 
Dunham knocked out .539, but any of the nine could be 
expected to come through with a double or triple and 
usually did. And Hubert and Zabel made Ty Cobb turn 
over in his grave with their stolen bases. It's for sure that 
the frosh will make the varsity hustle, come next season. 
FRESHMAN BASEBALL CHAMPS 
950- 1951 
Back row—Wes Ellis, Keith Nelson, Wes Chambers, Stan Hubert, Bob dunham, Ray Zabel, Bob Capps, Bob Liverman, Jim 
Ramos, Ross Bradford. Front row—Coach Paul Roby, Gordon Siemens, Bob Bacon, Dick Ferguson, Bob Hartman, Gordon 
Schlegal, Manager Ray Johnson. 
Bob Keck paces out the two mile. 
Winkler and Conley tear for the finish. 
Although finishing third in Conference standings, Whittiers Freshmen 
track team fielded many promising men. Foremost of the Frosh ±racksters 
was hustlin Russell Bonham. Russ broke the school record for the mile 
run, hitting a 4. 26.9, and turning in a brilliant performance in the two 
mile race of 9.48. Bob Keck was also outstanding in the two mile run, 
setting a new freshman record of 10.2. Bill Storey was another standout, 
jumping well over six feet in the high lump.  Marvin Johnson and Willie 
Beauchamp were the middle distance men. Monty Winkler and Hal 
Conley were the dash men for the Frosh. The yearling team shows promise 
of greatly aiding next years varsity. 
Willard Beauchamp Bill Storey. Bob Keck, Hal Conley, Russell Bonham 
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FROSI I 
There's Ray going hard for two. 
 
Hartman hooks one 
Loyolans gang up on Wells 
FRESHMAN BASKETBALL CHAMPS - 950 - S 
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First row—Osdel Rambeau, Ken Miller, Kim Vandershuil-, Bob Liverman, Bob Capps, Gordon Crocker, Jim Dye. 
Second row—Craig Barker Walt Pierce, John McClellan, Ray Johnson, Bill Lawson, Ross Bradford, Jim Ramos. Third 
row—Ray McMullen, Monty Winkler, Wes Ellis, Tony Pierno, Bob Bacon, Tom Middleton, Ralph Phelan. Fourth row—
Coach Paul Roby, Manager Bob DeHart, Boone Owens, Bob Dunham, Gordon Siemans, Bill Payne. 
Under the guiding hand of Coach Paul 
Roby, Whittier's freshmen football squad 
came through the season without too much 
trouble. Captain - elect Kim Vandershuit 
saw the team lead off with the opener 
against Citrus JayCee, China State Men's 
reformatory, then a win over Cal Tech, 38 - 
0. After the win they met Occidental next 
week to lose 0 - 38, but bounced back to 
beat Redlands on the next weekend, then 
finished the season with Pomona and Santa 
Maria. The startinq line - up went something 
like this: Boone Owens - LE, Kim Vander-
shuit- LT, Tom Middleton - LG, Ralph 
Phelan - C, Bob Liverman - RG, Ray McMul-
len - RT, Wes Ellis - RE, Bob Capps - 
Osdel Rambeau - LH, Ken Miller - RH, ear-
don Siemans - F. 
Bill Story goes high for his lump shot. 
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Jim Lawrence takes a turn at the jump 
There goes Copeland over the bar 
Back row—Manager Jim Crouch, Jim Copeland, Warren Winchester, Dick Norcross, Gordon Jones, 
Jim Lawrence, Bob Smith, Keith Green, Coach Aubrey Bonham. Front row—Gale Reid, Joe 
Beauchamp, Larry Macrorie, Bill Konzelman, Dick Doane, Sam Waltmire. 
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Macrorie goes into the pit 
Sam won this one at Redlands 
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Doane clears it and heads for the Tape 
Bird-man Knowles goes up and over 
Keith Green puffing the shot for the 40 line 
All-Conference winner Winchester cleared 6' I" 
Jones leads the pack 
TRAC K 
Konzelman leaps for that 22 fool- mark 
The 1951 track season heard the sound of 
the gun with a few outstanding men but not 
enough depth to win many meets. Conse-
quently the Quaker Olympus men were 
welcomed to their favorite spot of last. 
Some of the stars of the Poet track team 
were Bill Konzelman, who was clocked under 
10 flat in the hundred, Gordon Jones hit 
under two minutes in the half mile at Oxy 
and won many a race in the half, 440 and 
mile. Bob Smith won many of his 440 duels 
and occasionally ran the 220. Jim Lawrence 
was the other middle - man. Our long dis-
tance men were Jones and Sam Waltmire, 
who ran - his best two mile time, under 10 
minutes, only to place second at Oxy. Utility 
man Larry MacCone ran the dashes, hurdles 
and was at his best in the broad lump.  War-
ren Winchester, first place in conference 
finals, Gale Reid, and Jim Copeland were 
our high - jumpers. Rounding out the rest of 
the team were Keith Green, Bill Craven, and 
Jim Kershner in the muscle events. 
Smith breaks the tape at Redlands 
76 
Tom Ling, Center-field 
	
Jack Cross, Pitcher 
In the second half of the inning, at the plate, the Whittier horse-
hiders showed signs of surprising the stands, but never quite did. 
In the early season MacDonald was hitting a clean .400 but the 
consistent hitters for the year turned out to be Jim Boyle Dale 
Hogue and Warren Androus. The batting order usually ran like this: 
Androus, Sidebol-tom, SI-ecklein, MacDonald, and from there on 
you could take your choice, although Tom Ling proved to be a dark 
horse in the percentage race. The long ball hitters were much the 
same, Boyle, Hogue, and Headland collected four - baggers and 
Stecklein, MacDonald and Cantelmo hit long balls consistently. The 
thing that characterized this year's team was that they had great 
potentialities and proved it in many games, but just couldn't quite 
come through in the pinch. 
 
Don Sorsabal, Short-stop 
Tanner tries to fatten His average. 
There goes Dale, heading for home. 
Ross Sidebof±om, Third Base 
In The field the Poets looked like a fair college ball club, sometimes comii 
up with flashes of greatness and other times bobbling 7 and 8 a garr 
Regardless of their errors, the defensive team had the potentialities 
becoming one of the greatest teams in Quaker annals. 
Don Tanner, Right-field 
Jim Sfecklein, Left-field Ken Miller, Second Base 
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The outfield was another mixer - bowl, Jim Steck-
lein, Ken Miller, Don Tanner, Clair Yauchzee, Tom 
Ling, Al Gasparian, Herald McDonald, Bob 
Headland, and Dale Hogue all taking a crack at 
holding down one of the fielding spots. But all 
other things being equal, the outfield wasn't as 
lumbled up as the infield. 
 
Rod Burroughs, Pitcher 
Bob Headland, Pitcher 
Larry Benedetti, First Base 
Steck is safe at third! 
Mac and Andy go for a play at short 
	
Kenny aims for the wall 
Jim Boyle, First Base 
Dale Hague, Utility 
Starting from the plate and going the full route we find 
Vic Cantelmo was the only man to remain implanted 
throughout the season. At the first sack, Larry Benedetti 
Dale Hogue and Jim Boyle appeared in that order. Round-
ing first and going to second we find Pinky Sidebottom 
starting out, followed by Dale Hogue and Ken Miller. At 
the short stop area 'Warren Androus filled the bill most of 
the trip, with Don Sorsabal pinch - hitting occasionally. The 
hot corner started off with Captain Herald McDonald and 
then came Sidebotfom. 
Vic Cantelmo, Catcher 
Larry latches onto one 
Captain Herald McDonald 
The infield was much different from the mound, as the boys were 
moved around so much that the diamond dopesters were giving 
odds on who would appear at any base in any given game. But 
before the season was over almost every man on the team had 
seen action at one of the many infield spots. 
Ron Miller, Pitcher 
Warren Androus, Shortstop 
WALLACE "CHIEF" NEWMAN 
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BASEBALL 
Whither's horsehide squad, under The tutorship of 
Coach Wallace "Chief" Newman, initiated the 1951 
baseball season with a bang, hitting, fielding and 
hustling like last year's Championship team, winning 
most of the away games, but hitting a jinx at the home 
field. At the beginning of the year, Chief's big problem 
wasn't who was needed at second or who was going to 
bat third, but which one of the three pitchers was to 
start. He started the season with only one returning 
letterman on the mound, Bob Headland. But Rod Bur-
roughs and Ron Miller came into the picture to become 
the mainstays of the chucking staff, and Jack Cross saw 
a little action tossing at the plate, but not enough to be 
counted on for going nine. It was seldom that any one 
of the pitchers went the distance and occasionally the 
whole staff saw action in one game. 
First row—Manager Bill Johnson, Jim Stecklein, Tom Middleton, Warren Androus, Larry Benedetti, Vic Cantelmo, Dale 
Hogue, Don Sorsabal, Rod Burroughs. Second row—Coach Wallace Newman, Ross Sidebottom, Hal Jones, Tom Ling, Jack 
Mealer, Herald McDonald, Jack Cross, Ken Miller, Bob Headland, Don Tanner, Jim Boyle, Ron Miller. 
 It's a plane, it's a bird, no it's Mason 
 
 
 
 
Norm rides a sleeper in for two 
 
  
First alternate at the forward position was Dave 
Mason. Dave's blazing bucket drives won him high 
point honors time after time, and he was also noted 
for stealing the ball and driving for two. Don Turner, 
sophomore center, filled in adequately for Eck and 
on occasion turned in a high point performance 
himself. Warren Androus and Norm Hughes filled the 
rest of the bill for the Quakers. Andy and Norm saw 
most of their action in the latter games and won the 
respect of coach, players and spectators alike. The 
950- 51 Championship team will long be remem-
bered as one that developed by hard work and hard 
play. 
Oh my gosh! Warren, call a referee 
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AT LAST the presses have stopped rolling and all is quiet in the once 
noise - filled Acropolis office. The editor realizes that without the help, 
understanding, and co-operation of many people this publication would 
not have been possible. 
THANKS go to MR. DILL for his many extra hours of work, ROY 
DAY of P - B PRESS, INC. for his patience, PAUL BUSH of PETERSON 
ENGRAVING for his much needed help, and to the local business firms 
whose advertisements have made extra pages possible. 
FINALLY, one grand THANK YOU to my ever faithful staff who 
worked diligently to bring you a book worthy of FIFTY YEARS OF 
PROGRESS. 
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Ike LANTERN lights shine day and night for Whittier 
ollege students . . . Janet Blanchard joins Ed Vander-
ioven in a mid - day chocolate sundae, catches up on the 
atest confab, and enjoys the break from classes at the 
1-12 E. Philadelphia coffee spot. 
Norma Leeper and Jo Dilbeck know they weren't 
"taken to the cleaners" by Beth Stoetzel, who 
hands them their dry - cleaning from RAY 
CLEANERS AND DYERS . . . Reasonable rates 
for college students . . . Neat and rapid work 
416 E. Philadelphia. 
No matter how hard he tries, Dick Doane can't seem to consume enough 
milk at the WHITTIER SANITARY DAIRY to keep up with the new modern 
bottling equipment behind him 	 . . Only locally - produced, dairy - fresh 
"black and whites" from the Sanitary Dairy are served at the Campus Inn 
126 S. Comstock. 
When it's snack - time, it's Jack - time . 
Favorites with the college set for many 
years, JACK'S SALAD BOWL (top), 
BEVERLY (middle), and UPTOWN (bottom) 
offer the finest for dating treats . . 
Modern, and in three convenient locations, 
the Jack's establishments do not deviate 
from their high standard of quality foods 
and service. 
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Irma Girard smiles her approval of the 
lovely hats from AILEEN'S . . . 2 I 8 E. 
Philadelphia . . . Hats, handbags, and 
accessories to complete or change the 
collegiate ensemble. 
Russ Holt and Carol Hunnicutt find their insurance 
problems solved by information from their friendly 
EARL MYERS AND CO. agent . . . Real estate 
at real buys . . . I 17 E. Philadelphia . . . Phone 
420-77. 
There's truth in the slogan "your friendly butcher" if he's a JIM GERARD'S Drive - In 
MARKET meat man . . . Pat Chaney and Teddy Lou Payne find the service quick, 
courteous and convenient . . . Just a step away to quality food . . . Philadelphia 
at Painter. 
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Clothes from BALLARD AND BROCKETT 
are as traditional on the Whittier College 
campus as the Founder's sun dial, thinks 
coed Barbara Depew . . . Lovely sports- 
wear and accessories . 	 . The daintiest in 
lingerie . . . 200 E. Philadelphia. 
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Joy Bemis and Susie Mawhinney find that they like their washing a lot 
more when its done at the WHITTIER LAUNDRY . . . 202 S. Greenleaf 
• • • One of the pioneer business establishments of Whittier, its record 
of dependability is long. 
Bette Newberry assures Bob Hendricks that the coffee at 
BOWERS DRUG STORE is good n hot . . . Its convenient 
location on Painter and Philadelphia, and friendly service make 
the pharmacy a favorite snack spot for Whittier students. 
HC,fW. FLEMING  
TIBBETTS . . . Clothes for dress or sport 
Lois Cooper gets three - way view of a 
'must for a campus coed . . . Exclusive 
retailers for Joyce shoes . 	 . Lingerie . 
Greenleaf at Philadelphia. 
Popular entertainment at popular prices is the calling card of BRUEN'S 
WHITTIER THEATRES . . . WHITTIER, WARDMAN, and ROXY . . . An 
outstanding supporter of college activities, Mr. Bruen is striving to bring better-
than-ever pictures for our enjoyment. 
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